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A role for professional communicators to play in a postmodern context is
to work as an experimentalist, designing a system that supports users' free engagement
with the content of the system, inviting people to engage that system, observing the ways
in which those engagements proceed, and from those observations, learning how to refine
the system to support more fruitful future engagements. The role serves to cultivate an
environment in which users' conversations with one another and their interaction with the
system's content may thrive. This thesis proposes that the experimentalist is a useful and
practical role for a communicator in the current cultural context, demonstrates through
the design and experimental implementation of a detector of users' behaviors in a system
that the role can be played effectively, analyzes the results of an experimental test, and
suggests refinements to the experimental method.
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CHAPTER
A PATH FROM PHYSICS

I

TO COMMUNICATIONS

Testing a Proton-Antiproton Collider Detector
at Fermi/ab and Argonne National Laboratory

It was a timeless scene. The herd of buffalo grazed on the nearly flat, greenblanketed ground of a continent's central grasslands, somewhere west of a great lake, in
the bright sunshine of a late spring day that heralded summer's coming heat. The
occasional buzz of a grasshopper, the chirp of a cricket, accompanied the gentle whoosh
of the breeze as it passed almost silently through the grasses. Birds swooped through the
air, not yet thick with the pressing humidity that so often paired with the summer's heat
to tax the endurance of any life not indigenous to this prairie.
But beneath the ground, the scene was far from timeless. A large tunnel
circumnavigated the herd's grazing land. Within this tunnel the low hum of electrical
power feeding magnets and machinery and computers mimicked the topside buzz of
insects. Conduits, pipes, cables and wires snaked through the six-kilometer long tunnel
burrowed through the rich topsoil of this swatch of prairie.1
The tunnel housed a proton-antiproton collider. The buffalo grazed unknowingly
above the tunnel on the grounds of Fermilab, near Batavia, Ill. It was June 1984.
That month I entered the student summer research program at Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, Ill. Scientists at this Department of Energy facility conducted
research in topics like developing renewable energy sources, adapting particle beams for
medical diagnosis and treatment and exploring fundamental questions about the nature of
matter and energy. I had been accepted into the program in the High Energy Physics
Division. The team of physicists to which I was assigned was engaged in developing a
'Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), "The Ultimate Electronic Game:
Detecting Particles at the Fermi lab Tevatron Collider;" available from
·
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/electronic_game.html;
Internet; accessed 27 July 2000.
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detector for that proton-anti proton collider at nearby Fermilab. This detector, called a
calorimeter, would be deployed there in the tunnel to measure the phenomena associated
with the head-on collisions of beams of protons and anti protons.
The idea behind the calorimeter was fairly straightforward. If the detector almost
completely surrounded the point of collision of the two particle beams, except for the
entry and exit paths of the beams themselves, then the detector would capture most of the
decay products generated by the collision. Analyzing the masses, the paths, the charges
and other characteristics of the decay products captured by the calorimeter would enable
the physicists to learn what happened when protons and antiprotons collide and what
comprised these fundamental particles.
The physicists were not just building a detector to see what, if anything, might
happen. They and other researchers had some fairly clear ideas-predictions

from the field

of atomic and nuclear physics-about the nature of the phenomena they were observing.
By using magnetic fields to focus, accelerate and steer the beams, the physicists hoped to
cause collisions at high-enough velocities, and therefore sufficiently great energies, to
replicate under these controlled conditions the conditions that their theories predicted
were present in the early moments of the universe.
Just as colliding cars strew their crash site with pieces of wreckage-bumpers,
hubcaps, window glass fragments, spinning tires-so these colliding bunches of protons
and anti protons would spew pieces and particles from their collisions.
The physicists, guided by their theories, hoped to observe quarks indirectly
through the measurements taken by the calorimeter. Quarks are the building blocks of
protons and antiprotons. The physicists' theories predicted that specific quarks would
display certain qualities. This detector was designed to test that theory by looking for the
signatures of these quarks. If the physicists saw those characteristic signatures, then the
theory would be predictive of the phenomena observed, and they would have discovered
the quarks predicted by the theory.
In 1995, 11 years after l completed my summer at Argonne National Laboratory,
the research team at Fermi lab announced the discovery of the top quark for which they
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had searched.2 The key insight that I retained from that summer was the ingenious
experimental design of the calorimeter used to make the first approach to understanding a
phenomenon. Because the physicists were seeking proof of existence-the goal of the first
level of research in a new area-they were interested in limiting the scope of their study.
The geometry of the beam paths created symmetry around the collision site. This reduced
the complexity of the problem. The detector was designed to take specific measurements
about the path and energy of the decay products.3 Certain other information, while
detectable, was ignored on this first pass. The kinds of particles in the beams were
restricted to two from among all possible particles. Their energies and velocities were
tightly controlled so that the number of variables was reduced. In short, the conditions of
the collisions were set to be a small subset of the many possible conditions that could
exist when such particles collide chaotically in nature.
The experiment sought to take the first steps in search of a preliminary
understanding of a complex phenomenon by restricting all possible particle interactions
to a small subset of those interactions. The collisions were real, yet controlled. This
subset-seeking experimental design lies at the root of the scientific method of exploring
any phenomenon not yet fully understood.

Studying Attitudes Toward Media Coverage
of Nebraska School Consolidation
My experience at Argonne National Laboratory now lies 16 years in the past. But
curiously, when I was enrolled in the College of Journalism and Mass Communications
communications research methods course in the spring 1997 term, I had cause to recall
my experiences at Argonne. Dr. Michael Stricklin had chosen the general topic of

~FNAL, "Physicists Discover Top Quark: News Release-March 2, 1995;"
available from http://www.fnal.gov/pub/top95/top_news_release.html;
Internet; accessed
27 July 2000.

"Davld M. Frye, "Developing Fortran Programs to Analyze Test Beam Calibration
Data for the Collider Detector Facility's Central Electromagnetic Calorimeter: A Final
Report," 17 August 1984, High Energy Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois.
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Nebraska school consolidation as the focus for the class's group research project. During
the course of weeks of face-to-face and e-mail conversations about how the class might
go about designing and conducting its research on Nebraskans' attitudes toward media
coverage of school consolidation, I hit upon the following idea.
Whenever the Nebraska Legislature debated one of the many bills introduced to
adjust school funding, to promote merger, or to entice schools to consolidate, that debate
received some coverage in the media. If the class were to compare analogically the
phenomenon of debate, coverage and reaction in Nebraska to the phenomenon of the
proton-antiproton collisions at Fermilab, then the class could apply the same
experimental method-the same experimental design philosophy-to studying the reaction
of Nebraskans to coverage of the Legislature's debate.
My proposal was to set up detectors around a representative sampling of Nebraska
communities. These detectors would take the form of content analysis of coverage in
local newspapers, in-depth interviews with selected people in each community, and
telephone surveys of randomly chosen community residents. Each of these detectors
would be set to gather their data following a day of the Nebraska Legislature's debate on
the topic of school consolidation. In essence, the analogy to the action at Fermilab would
hold. The debate would be the collision of particle beams, the media coverage would be
the selection of certain attendant phenomena from among all debate fallout, and the three
forms of research would comprise the detector array.
This design would have allowed the class, albeit given more time and money than
it had at its disposal, to capture Nebraskans' reactions to local media coverage of the
Legislature's school consolidation debate. The class went in another direction for its
research methodology; the experimental design returned to my shelf of ideas.
Before taking the college's research methods course, I had begun to focus my
reading of primary works in pursuit of a topic for this thesis. I read Richard Coyne's
Designing Information Technology in the Postmodern Age as the major work for my
research paper in Dr. Michael Stricklin's communications theory class. Coyne suggested
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that people and technology mutually shape one another.4 Because this interaction takes
place in a postmodern culture, traditional notions of order, structure, linearity and so on
turn increasingly inadequate to describe the complex phenomenon of the interaction of
people and technology.
Making Connections Between the Disciplines
of Physics and Communications
In the course of thinking through the possibilities for an experimental design for
the research methods class, I began to see the link between my experience at Argonne
National Lab, my idea for measuring the phenomena in Nebraska's towns, and the
cultural context and challenge described by Coyne. Despite the complexity resident in
any naturally occurring phenomenon, whether the collisions of subatomic or subnucleonic particles or the reactions of people to news, the experimental method leads one to
assume that certain subsets of all possible interactions can lend themselves to fruitful
study.
Since the introduction of the Mosaic browser in 1994,5 the rise of the multimediarich World Wide Web, the acceleration of e-commerce and the growing ubiquity of web
sites published (or broadcast or narrowcast or. .. ?) by individuals and businesses alike,
researchers have asked questions about the behavior of people as they interact with this
system of technologies and content. This is the arena I have chosen to examine in this
thesis.
In his work, Coyne wrote, "We are shaped by our technologies as much as we
fashion thern.?' At a time when people find their culture evolving from modernism to
postmodemism, they find that move stimulated and expressed by the rise in networked,
digital communications. This technology both embodies and cultivates the move from

"Richard Coyne, Designing Information Technology for the Postmodern Age:
From Method to Metaphor, (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1995), 7.
"National Center for Supercomputing Applications, 1.0 Final Release Notes;
available fromhttp://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/MacMosaic/Releaseinfo/Notes l.htrnl; Internet; accessed 27 August 2000.
"Coyne, 7.
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consecutivity to simultaneity, from linearity to complexity, from hierarchy to polyarchy,
from structure to process, from goal to path, from imposed to emergent orders-in short,
from modernism to postmodernism.
Within the complex of people, technology and the culture that people and
technology co-create, the role of communicators undergoes shifts that echo the move
from modernism to postmodernism. Communicators engage people, messages, and
technology in a complex system characterized by evolving connections, fuzzy borders
and freely flowing conversations. Such systems are finite, yet unbounded. Within such a
system, users experience the freedom to choose how to engage the system. A role for the
professional communicator is to design a system that supports users' free engagement or
interaction with the components of the system, to invite people to engage that system, to
observe the ways in which those engagements proceed, and from those observations, to
learn how to refine the system to support future engagements. The communicator's
performance in this role serves to cultivate an environment in which users' conversations
with one another and their interactions with the system's content may thrive.
This thesis will develop a communications theory for this current context along
the lines sketched out above, propose an experiment to demonstrate the testability of the
theory, to gather and analyze a set of test data, and to recommend refinements to the
experimental design.
The thesis will comprise a test web site of pages consisting of seven short essays
on the themes, or threads, that contribute to understanding the role of communicators in a
postmodern system, a development of the supporting communications theory, and an
experimental design for testing the theory. The experimental design proposes that web
site users would enter the site, have the freedom to choose from among all of the essays,
and from each essay have additional free choice from among all essays save the one
currently selected.
Thus the paths users would take within the site could be as long or short as they
would choose. If the first choice is from n pages, each subsequent choice is from n-I
pages, because users are always free to choose any page, except the one currently viewed.
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Given x pages engaged, the number of possible paths, p, is
(I.I)

p=n ( n- I)

( x-1)

.

Nothing would restrict users from engaging pages more than one time and nothing would
limit the length or complexity of the paths users would freely choose for themselves.
Users would also be free to choose to leave the site from any essay, but would be
asked to record and send their comments before leaving. Data would include the path
description as recorded by attendant software and the e-mail comments sent by users as
they leave the site. From the test data collected by running the experiment, possible
fruitful methods for analyzing the data will be illustrated. In addition, these illustrations
will be used to suggest refinements to the experimental methodology.
The population of users will come from members of the jcyber e-mail lists
maintained by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln's

College of Journalism and Mass

Communications. These lists comprise members of various upper-level classes devoted to
studying cyberspace issues. The test site will reside on the college's server. The goal is to
have a sufficient number of users engage the site, leave traceable paths and share
comments, so that the experimental design can be validated.

CHAPTER
THE CURRENT

ENVIRONMENT

II
IN COMMUNICATIONS

The Development of the Communicator's Role
in an Evolving Network
Despite the many debates that question what makes people different from
animals, and despite the variety of answers those debates generate, one of the peculiar, if
not unique, marks of humanity is our ability to communicate. And just as our long-ago
move from the hunter-gatherer society to the agrarian society gave rise to the opportunity
for individuals to become specialists in skills like metalworking, pottery and basket
weaving, the same move allowed some members of each community to become
specialists in communications. Sometimes these specialists focused upon
communications with the community's deity or deities. These specialists were shamans,
oracles, prophets and priests. Sometimes these specialists focused upon communications
within the community. These specialists were orators, storytellers, sages and
philosophers.
The reach of a particular civilization is at least partially limited by the extent of its
ability to communicate across a distance.1 Tribal cultures have existed in isolated pockets,
not so much because they sought insularity, but because their ability to tie disparate
groups together was limited by the distance one could travel on foot, or the miles across
which one could hear a drum or see a smoke signal. As the technologies supporting
communications developed, the reach of cultures grew apace. The Roman
The SEfI@home project searches for radio signals from extraterrestrial intelligences.
While no one knows whether another civilization exists or ever did exist "out there," the
first step in building a community across interstellar distances is to establish
communications. Until that is accomplished, if ever, the boundaries of human civilization
are coterminous with our most distant space probe, VoyaJ?er 1, now 7.25 billion miles
away. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, "VOYAGER MISSION OPERATIONS STATUS
REPORT #1136, AUGUST 5 -AUGUST l l, 2000;" available from
http://vraptor.jpl.nasa.gov/flteam/weekly-rpts/current.html;
Internet; accessed IO
September 2000.
15
1
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Empire spread across Europe and reached northern Africa and western Asia largely
because its system of roads-designed to facilitate troop movements-also facilitated
communications. One could say the same for Roman sailing vessels that plied the waters
of the Mediterranean and ventured into the Atlantic.
Given those technological advances, the roles of communicators evolved as
well. While messages could still be carried in the memories of people and then be spoken
in the presence of the recipient, messages could also be written on papyrus and packaged,
shipped and delivered, somewhat separating the medium and message from the
messenger. Senders developed ornate and difficult to reproduce signet rings with which
to seal documents and demonstrate their legitimacy. Coincidentally, this is not so
different a solution as the one Philip R. Zimmermann developed-Pretty

Good Privacy

encryption software and its system of public and private keys used to encrypt, protect and
validate e-mail messages.'
The story of the role of the printing press and its support of Martin Luther's
messages of reform within the Catholic Church is well known. Luther was a prolific
writer and speaker, and while his personal mobility, and therefore his ability to speak to
great crowds, was restricted by the necessities of politics and the realities of 16th century
transportation technology, the press provided the incredibly mobile medium of the
printed page. Beginning 67 years after Johann Gutenberg's invention of the moveable
type printing press in 1450, Luther's 95 Theses, catechisms, commentaries, sermons,
Table Talk, pamphlets and unfortunate screeds all found their way from quill and voice to
type and paper, the mass medium of the sixteenth century.3
These technologies changed the role of Luther as a communicator in the Church.
Because of the printing press, a priest and professor could communicate with thousands,
~Philip R. Zimmerman, "Testimony of Philip R. Zimmermann to the
Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the US Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation;" available from http://www.pgp.com/phil/philtestimony.asp; Internet; accessed 27 July 2000.
'Eric W. Gritsch, Martin: God's Court Jester, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1983), 17.
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even millions, at a distance and over time at minimal cost. As a sidelight, consider that
the current head of the Roman Catholic Church, Pope John Paul II, has used the
communications technologies of television, jet airplane and the Internet to communicate
with billions rather than millions or thousands.4
The printing press influenced the development and dissemination of news as well.
In an oral culture, news is passed between people by word-of-mouth. "What have you
heard about ... ?""Have you heard that ... ?" The recording medium is human memory;
backups and copies are created by sharing memories with other people. In a culture that
preserves its memories through the hand-written word, the labor necessary to make
copies limits both the speed of dispersion and the number of redundant sources of the
memories, but increases their durability. For example, the famous Book of Kells, housed
in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, was probably rarely used for public
readings of the gospels, yet has survived from the seventh to ninth centuries to the
twenty-first. s It comprises the four synoptic gospels, and represents considerable hand
labor to prepare the calfskin as vellum, to make inks from natural dyes, to sharpen quills,
and to copy each letter and illuminate the manuscript. Recent scholarship has estimated
that some pages may have taken a month to illuminate, while the whole book required the
skins of 185 calves." This one book represents considerable labor and economic
investment.
But as the technology of the printed word develops, the cost of copying, both in
terms of time and money, diminishes rapidly. Once one invests in the cost of a press and
its type and hones the technique to use it, the unit cost of producing the thousandth or ten
thousandth copy is little more than the paper and ink and time to run the press. So the

.!<•Events in the Pontificate of His Holiness Pope John Paul II;" available from
http://www. vatican. va/holy _father/john_paul_ii/biography/documents/hf jpi i_bio_O I 061996_pontificate_en.html; Internet; accessed 26 August 2000.
"Bemard Meehan, The Book of Kells: An Illustrated Introduction to the
Manuscript in Trinity College Dublin, (London: Thames & Hudson, Ltd., 1994), 9.

"Meehan, 85-86.
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American Bible Society, for example, can sell paperback copies of the New Testament
for $1.09. 7 These economics allow the proliferation of information, both in terms of
copies, which increase availability, and in terms of breadth, which increase complexity.
So in addition to increasing the rate and reach of dispersion, the press also makes
available increasing quantities of information in increasingly complex forms.
The trend continues today, as the de minimus incremental cost of copying
information spurs the spread of Napster, Macster and related mp3-trading freeware and
shareware packages in 2000, the legal reprisals from information producers like Metallica
and the efforts through an injunction to halt the sharing of files."
Once again, the roles available to the professional communicator change. Some
training becomes necessary to capitalize on the strengths and mitigate the weaknesses of
the printed page as a medium. The quantity of information produced gives rise to the
need among readers for guidance in finding one's way through the thicket or maze of
information available. Some communicators become adept at crafting information about
information, or meta-information. This takes the form of dictionaries, encyclopedias,
guides, compendia, manuals, digests, indices, reviews and so on, each of which collates
and presents information about other information. This is the genesis of the circumstance
that has given rise to the dictum, "The only solution for too much information is more
information."
While the printed word represents increases in reach and permanence over the
spoken word, it lacks one quality essential to the spoken and heard word: dynamism. In
this arena, telegraph, telephone, radio and television exhibit an advantage over the printed
word in their emulation or conveyance of conversation. Dynamic media call for different
qualities in a communicator than do the print media. A nimble mind, a quick and supple
tongue, a way with words on the fly, and a telegenic presence all come together in
American Bible Society, "A Most Affordable New Testament;" available from
https://abstore.americanbible.org/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=
12238&prmenbr=6452&CGRY _NUM=I0474; Internet; accessed 26 August 2000.
1

~CNN.com, "CNN.com - Napster seeking to block order shutting down online
music service - June 27, 2000"; available from http://www.cnn.com/2000/LA W/07/27/
napster.appeal/index.html; Internet; accessed 27 July 2000.
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varying proportions in the role of the broadcast journalist, whether in radio or television.
In comparison, a print journalist, while still facing deadlines and space (rather than time)
constraints on length, has some time for reflection, editing, rearrangement and
composition. These varying circumstances lead to distinguishing characteristics of the
roles for print and broadcast journalists. Painting with a broad brush, one can depict the
broadcast journalists as adept in sharing the moments in which the news occurs.
Examples would be the explosion of Challenger, the fall of the Berlin Wall, the pursuit of
O.J. Simpson and the funeral of Princess Diana. On the other hand, print journalists
record their grandest triumphs in investigation, disclosure and interpretation: the
Pentagon Papers and Watergate. They achieve their greatest dependability in their reports
of the fine granules of daily living: baseball box scores and stock market reports. The
roles of journalists, as professional communicators in these media, reflect the strengths
and limitations of the technologies through which these media find expression.
But what of a medium that subsumes most, if not all other media within its
boundaries? What happens to the extant roles of professional communicators when a
medium evolves in which the strengths and limitations of every other medium find a
place, or if not a place, at least a playing field on which to compete with every other
medium? What happens when the traditional boundaries between print and broadcast
media fall away? When the distinctions between producer and consumer diminish? When
not only distance but time give way to ubiquitous and instantaneous communications? In
short, what happens to the role of the professional communicator with the rise of the
Internet, with its e-mail, instant messaging, file sharing and World Wide Web?
A preliminary answer to these questions points to the existence of a synergistic,
complementary, mutually reinforcing, co-evolutionary dynamic between the role of the
professional communicator and the technology of communications prevalent in a culture
and era.
If Coyne's observation is valid, then the role of the communicator is shaped by
the technologies of the Internet, just as the pace and direction of the development of the
Internet's enabling technologies is spurred by the demands of communicators for a more
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suppple palette for crafting content for the public.

The Current Forms and Philosophies
of Web Site Construction
Tracking, measuring and analyzing a phenomenon that exhibits linear growth is
challenging enough, but getting a handle on a phenomenon experiencing geometric or
exponential growth is even more daunting. Because the Internet is fundamentally a
network of people, content, computing hardware, software, and connectivity, it exhibits
one of the basic characteristics of a network-adherence

to Metcalfe's Law:

[Bob Metcalfe)'s equally proud of Metcalfe's Law, so named by friend George
Gilder. The maxim, conceived to convince the world to adopt his Ethernet
standard, reads thus: The value of a network grows as the square of the number of
its users. Or, more plainly stated: The more users who can talk to each other on a
network, the more valuable it is. (Metcalfe's Law is central to the idea of "network externalities," a concept that describes the value of networks in light of a
variety of economic factors.)"
Applying this definition to understand the workings of the Internet depends partly,
but not totally, upon defining value. For example, shareholders of Cisco Systems' stock
might calculate their holding's value using the number of hardware systems purchased to
connect computers within networks and networks within the Internet. But once one says
that, then value increases exponentially, because each new node in a network has at least
two connections, ingoing and outgoing. Alternately, if one defines value in terms of
accessible content, then value still increases exponentially, because new nodes bring not
only their content, but also the content of the relationships than can be mediated by the
connections themselves.
To see this visually, consider the following small illustrations of very simple
networks. Here is a network of two nodes:

O•i11111-----~•0
Fig. I.

Network of two nodes.

"Wired News, "Wired 6.11: The Legend of Bob Metcalfe;" available from
http://www.wirednews.com/wired/archive//6.
l l/metcalfe_pr.html; Internet; accessed 28
August 2000.
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The number of connections here is two, one in each direction, where a connection
is defined as a one-way link between two nodes. If you add a third node to the network,
you get this configuration:

Fig. 2.

Network of three nodes.
Here the number of connections is six. If you envision adding a fourth node, and

then count the connections, you get 12. In general, the richness of the network, in terms
of total possible connections, is:
(2.l)

v=(n-1)2 +(n-l)=n(n-l)

where n is the number of nodes and vis the total of the network's possible connections.
Understanding a network's possible value, when one defines value to include the
richness of connections, is vital for understanding the complexity of the work that goes
into current efforts to track, measure and analyze Internet-related phenomena. Because
the Internet itself comprises people, content, connections and technology, investigations
of the Internet focus in various permutations on those components contributing to the
network's value. Counting people or computers is akin to counting nodes, while gauging
the value of the Internet, or any component part of it, puts one in touch with the element
of exponential growth. Companies seeking to carry out business transactions on the
Internet need to understand who comes to their sites, what the site users do while they are
there, what might lead them to stay and what may tend to drive them away.
The first pass at analyzing what users do on a site was to examine server logs and
to look at the very basic information about the time of the user's visit, the Internet
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location of the user's computer, its operating system, and the pages visited." Server logs
look like this, for example:
2000-01-27 04:34:0 I 216.170.1.82 - GET /coj/students/frye/index.htm 200 6428
249 6468 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
2000-01-27 04:34: IO 216.170.1.82 - GET /coj/students/frye/cojmctop.gif 200
8134 309 14609 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
http:! /jet. uni .ed u/ coj/students/f rye/index. htm
2000-01-27 04:36:02 216.170.1.82 - GET /coj/students/frye/cojmcbot.gif 200
5216 309 126484 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
http:! /jet. unl.edu/coj/students/f rye/index.htm 11
This excerpt shows that a user's Macintosh PowerPC running Microsoft Internet Explorer
4.5 from the Internet location 216.170.1.82 requested the index page from the test site for
this thesis, along with its two associated image files around 4:34 GMT on Jan. 27, 2000.
But just looking at the log as a text is not always as helpful as converting it to a
database and generating reports that show site activity in categories like hits, unique
visitors, browser prevalence, most common entry and exit pages, most requested files and
so on. A site report, from a site unrelated to the previous example, looks like this:

Web Server Statistics for you
Program started at Wed-22-Mar-2000 01:35.
Analysed requests from Sun-I 9-Mar-2000 23:0 I to Wed-22-Mar-2000 O I :27 (2.1
days).

General Summary
(Go To: Top: General Summary: Daily Report: Daily Summary: Hourly
Summary: Directory Report: File Type Report: File Size Report: Status Code
Report: Request Report: Failure Report: Referrer Report: Browser Summary)
Successful requests: 1,621
Average successful requests per day: 770
Successful requests for pages: 653
Average successful requests for pages per day: 310
Failed requests: l 05

Redirected requests: 2
Distinct files requested: 332
Data transferred: 13, 164 kbytes
"Judith N. Mottl, "Customer Tracking: It's Not Just Web-Site Hits," Information
Week, 7 February 2000, l 04.
"College of Journalism and Mass Communications., University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, "Journalism Engineering Telecommunications (JET) Server Loo,
UNL College of Journalism and Mass Communications." Activity for http://jet.unl.~du;
Internet; accessed 27 January 2000. Site moved to http://journalism.unl.edu:591/cojmc/;
Internet; accessed 9 September 2000.
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Average data transferred per day: 6,264 kbytes12
The exact forms may vary by hosting service and tracking software, but the methodology
is similar: crunch the numbers on the server logs to extract an aggregate statistical profile
of users' activity as seen from the perspective of the server hosting the site. This method
presents the activity of the users as a collective.
A second method involves combining the statistics of the server log with the
demographics of the users visiting a web site. For example," ... Tim Meadows, VP of
marketing for NetRatings Inc., a New York Web audience measurement and marketing
company whose service tracks customer behavior and provides analysis, I says, I 'We
marry demographic information with activity to see which sites are popular, where
people are shopping, and what they're buying. "'13 This methodology relates activity and
demographics to support making statements of this type: "Users who exhibit this
particular cluster of demographic qualities are more likely to go here and do this." While
this method does track the individual characteristics of each user and link it to that user's
activity on the site, it still seeks an aggregate profile.
A third iteration on the theme of measuring the activity on web sites and using
those measurements is to match the content to the user. This is customization. It depends
upon making educated projections about the upcoming desires of a user, either on the
basis of that user's past performances or on the basis of that user's similarity to other
users and their past patterns. These efforts to customize the site seek to increase the value
of the site in the context of a user's session by focusing the content for the user. An
example of this is the e-commerce personalization software offered by Dry ken
Technologies Inc.
The software also can reconfigure a site, on the fly, based on what a customer
clicks on. For example, if a visitor to a sporting-goods site shows an interest in a
Denver Broncos hat, the software would display merchandise that other

"Martin Luther Home Society, Site Report for Martin Luther Home Society's
http://www.mlhs.com; available at http://www6.addr.com/-chainmas/wwwstat
/index.html; Internet; accessed 21 March 2000.
13

Mott!, 105-106.
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purchasers of the hat have also bought, such as a Broncos T-shirt.14
The methodology at work here is to measure the user's activity "on the fly," compare it to
the previously measured, saved and analyzed behaviors of other users, seek similarities,
and then present content and choices based upon the commonalities revealed by that
analysis. As a method for conducting e-commerce, this approach seeks to maximize the
purchases by that user on a particular site, given the choices available to that user. The
range of choices is determined by the site's designers.
A related user tracking strategy involves not so much seeking to lead users to
make purchases as it entails removing perceived impediments to users' engagements with
web sites. This strategy is motivated by the premise that contented users are more
frequent users. It involves correlating measured user behaviors with site performance
analysis. For example,
SmarterKids.com, a site that sells books, software, and other educational
materials, recently improved a search application tied to a banner ad it had
running on Microsoft's Encarta site. Discoveries made with Net.genesis' software
prompted the action. "We were noticing that about 95% of our visitors coming
from Encarta looked at one page and left," says Al Noyes, senior VP of marketinz0
and sales for the online retailer.
The problem: Much oft.he tra~fic coming in from Encarta's home page was
generated by a search tool tied to its banner ad, but once on the SmarterKids.com
site, queries for popular toys such as Barbie or Pokemon resulted in a "Sorry, no
results were found" message-and a short-lived visit. As a result, SmarterKids.com
redesigned the app to automatically list some of the products it sells. Over the last
month, the ad's performance on Encarta has "improved dramatically," Noyes
says. Web-site analysis, he adds, helps SmarterKids.com "understand where
customers come from, what they do here, and why they Ieave.''"
These methods all share a common assumption behind their applications for
measuring and interpreting the behaviors of users on web sites. In each case, research and
modification are performed on a site so that users may reach a goal intended by the site

designers, and reach it more easily. In other words, the preferred outcome of a user's
engagement with a site is the outcome preferred by the site managers themselves. In the
"Evan Ramstad, "New Firm Offers Web Retailers a Personal Touch," Wall Street

Journal, 2 March 2000, sec. B, p. 10.
~Beth Bacheldor, "Push For Performance," Information Week, 20 September
1999, 19-20.
1
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case of the e-commerce sites, the outcome is preferably a stop in the "check-out line," to
pay for goods and services purchased on the site. Sales tend to be maximized when the
impediments to purchasing are ameliorated.
Deeper still beneath this common assumption is the focus upon value measured in
terms of the volume of traffic moving through a certain point, either onto the site or
through the check-out, or in terms of the length of time a particular user remains on a site.
But as the discussion earlier noted, one can also measure the value of a network,
like the Internet, or like a particular site-conceived as a network of related pages of
content-in terms of the linkages that can be created among and within the elements of the
network or site. Web site developers routinely create links within their sites and between
sites, suggesting paths for users to take. That is one means of creating value within a site.
As a related aside, it is worth noting that for centuries, practitioners of the martial art of
T'ai Chi have pursued this method of finding value by focusing upon the transitions
between moves in a form practice, rather than solely upon the moves themselves. The
interstitial moves or links, as well as the main elements, have value as well.
Another method would be to observe the behaviors of users as they interact with a
site in which links to content are offered, but preferred paths are not suggested for them.
Then one can look for what paths users choose among the options. One can then infer
that the content itself suggests certain preferred patterns of organization. The preferred
paths which emerge from studying a sufficient number of users suggest those preferred
patterns of organization. This is the method suggested by this thesis and is an application,
in a way, of the dictum, "Form follows function."
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An analogy may be helpful. If one were to plan the placement of items on grocery
store shelves, one might choose to put the peanut butter and jelly in the condiments
section. Reasons for this decision might be that the same supplier offers peanut butter,
jelly and mustard and ketchup, or that relatively heavy items like jars and bottles require
"Llouis] Sullivan, "The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered," quoted in
I. Athey, ed., Kindergarten Chats (revised 1918) and Other Writings. (New York, 1947),
202-13; appeared in Jan Michl, "Form Follows WHAT? The modernist notion of
function as carte blanche;" available from http://www.geocities.com/ Athens/2360/jmeng.fff-hai.html: Internet; accessed 27 July 2000.
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shelves of a certain strength. But if a grocery store manager watched what customers do
in the store, the manager might conclude that customers usually buy bread when they buy
peanut butter and jelly. Customers' patterns of behavior link bread with peanut butter and
jelly. Customers' behaviors indicate the desirability of a particular method of organizing
inventory just as web site users' behaviors indicate preferences for a particular method of
organizing and presenting content.

CHAPTER
A PROPOSAL

Ill

FOR THE COMMUNICATOR'S

ROLE

The Methodologies of Experimental Physics
When physicists seek to design an experiment to test a theory, they employ one of
the basic tenets of the scientific method, namely that a good experiment allows only one
dimension of the phenomenon to change freely during a run of a particular configuration
of the experiment. So for example, when one wants to measure the period of a pendulum
as it varies with the mass of the bob, one doesn't simultaneously vary the length of the
pendulum. That change waits for a distinct iteration of the experiment. By isolating the
changes to one variable at a time, the method allows the experimenter to begin to piece
together a description of the phenomenon under consideration.
In the example of measuring the period of a pendulum, this method leads to a
confirmation of the formula derived through Newtonian physics which states that the
period varies directly according to the square root of the length of the pendulum and
inversely according to the acceleration due to the local gravitational field.
This leads to a second principle inherent in the methodology employed by
physicists seeking experimental confirmation of a theory. While the formula derived
through the assumptions of classical physics gives a reasonably accurate prediction of the
period of a pendulum, it does so by making a set of assumptions about ignorable
influences. Highly accurate measurements of the behavior of various pendula indicate
that while the classical formula gives a good, rough description of a pendulum's
behavior, the decision to ignore minor forces means the formula is not so much a precise
description as an approximation. From this observation, one arrives at the second
principle: testing and analysis lead first to refining a theory and then to further testing.
A third principle is replicability. This means that physicists anywhere in the world
(or on any other world, for that matter), should be able to duplicate, within the margins
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for error, the original experiment's design, based upon the reporting of it in the scientific
literature. Further, if the experiment is duplicated in its setup and conduct, it should lead
to the similar results. This was the point at which the controversy ensued when the team
of physicists from the University of Utah announced that they had developed cold fusion;
no one was able to replicate their results given the descriptions in the scientific literature.'
This discussion sketches the main tenets of experimental design, as practiced in
the physics community. But while the examples that undergird this discussion come from
the field of physics, the principles are not confined to that field. They are common across
the sciences, but to paint with a broad brush, they tend to have less clearly defined
applications as one moves from the harder to the softer sciences.

Analogies Point to Real Commonalities
It is probably only a small exaggeration to say that when most people think of the
hard sciences, they picture white-coated laboratory technocrats sporting pocket protectors
bulging with pens and with tape wrapped around the bridge of their dark-framed glasses.
These scientists work in laboratories with machines that generate sparks, with computers
apt to run amuck, and with Bunsen burners heating great quantities of glass tubes and
beakers prone to break and to spill nasty chemicals or to release deadly microbes. These
stereotypes make good escapist literature and cinema, but do not paint a realistic picture
of the true nature of scientific endeavors. For a quick comparison highlighting the
attraction and durability of the stereotypical view of the sciences, consider the depictions
of space flight in "2001: A Space Odyssey" and "Star Wars." While one can make a
plausible argument that the former is the greater film, the box office reports show clearly
which is the more attractive movie. These two cinematic milestones depict space flight
very differently; "2001" is arguably the more accurate from a scientific perspective,
while "Star Wars" and its sequels and prequels are more popular as entertainment.
The point is that the true trench work of science moves slowly and deliberately

David Goodstein, "Whatever Happened to Cold Fusion?"; available from
http://broccoli.caltech.edu/~goodstein/fusion.html;
accessed 24 May 2000.
1
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like the astronauts on the Discovery and not recklessly and dangerously like Han Solo
and Chewbacca on the Millennium Falcon. The pace of the scientific process flows partly
from the complexity of the phenomena under study, but also from the principles of the
scientific method, which guide the scientific disciplines to make incremental, verifiable
advances that accumulate into measurable progress over time.
When the occasional breakthrough insight comes along and startles the scientific
community with its "out-of-left-fieldness,"

it often takes time for that insight to gain

respect within the scientific community. Sometimes these breakthroughs come because a
scientist can look at the same problem from a new perspective, or because one scientist
cross-pollenates an approach from one discipline to another.
William Stephenson, the developer of the Q-methodology of communications
research and originator of the play theory of communications, earned doctoral degrees in
physics (1926, University of Durham) and psychology (1929, University of London).' In
fact, throughout his career, he worked to apply both the methodologies and the insights of
physics to the study of communications. In particular, in his later work, he makes explicit
the foundational insight, shared with physicist Niels Bohr, that there are only two
quantum sciences-physics and psychology:
Both [physics and psychology I involve quanta realities. Both use quantum
mechanics to fathom these, except that physics does so without self-reference,
whereas subjective psychology has self-reference as central to all else. In
subjective science the human being is both the observer and origin of quantum
phenomena. In physics, measurement alone is essential.'
When one makes the claim that psychology is similar to physics in that each deals
with quantum phenomena, whether in the realm of quarks or decisions, questions arise
about the nature of the use of the word "quantum" in linking the two disciplines. Some
may claim that psychology only seems to act like quantum physics, so that the time of
~Steven R. Brown, "The History and Principles of Q Methodology in Psychology
and the Social Sciences;" available from http://facstaff.uww.edu/cottlec/QArchive
/Bps.htm; Internet; accessed 30 August 2000.
'William Stephenson, "Quantum theory of subjectivity," Integrated Psychiatry 6,
186, quoted in Mike Knight and Gabriel Rupp, '"Two Sciences ... "' Part I: The
Epistemology of Object/Subject Inter-Dependence," Operant Subjectivity 22, no. 3
(1999), 5.
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indecision that precedes a decision can be expediently and profitably described by
comparison to the indeterminate state of a quantum which is neither wave nor particle or
both wave and particle before its conditions are measured and it lands somewhere. But
Stephenson's work goes deeper than that, depending upon the contention that one can use
the notion of the quantum, developed in physics, to describe the phenomena of decisionmaking in psychology, because the two disciplines are at work describing a reality, which
is unitary, governed by universal laws, or rules, of behavior.
For example, modern particle physics explains the structure and interaction of
matter and energy by claiming that protons and neutrons, the classically fundamental
building blocks of matter, are in fact composed of quarks. Quarks have qualities like
charm, color and spin. Quarks with varying qualities behave differently and combine in
different ways to produce protons and neutrons. One non-intuitive (read extraNewtonian) insight is that while the charge of a proton can only be positive, the spin of a
quark can be either up or down or some of both. Its exact spin is only determined at the
moment of observation. Prior to the observation, its spin is potentially all possible values.
This means that when an experimenter wants to measure the spin of a quark, the
participation of the experimenter in the system partially accounts for the behavior of the
phenomenon in question.
What must be recognized is that the experimenter is not a mere observer. The
experimenter is an indispensable part of the experiment; a participant who not
only interacts with the object but also helps make it what it is. In this worldview a
phenomenon is defined by operationally specifying the conditions of observation,
including the experimenter who produces and observes the experience.4
If one accepts the contention of Bohr and Stephenson that both physical and
psychological realities are quantum realities, then the experimenter is a subjective
component of systems, whether at the scale of quarks or decisions, and especially so in
the realm of communications research.
That is to say that despite the differences of scale between the sub-nucleonic and
the seat of consciousness, there abides a similarity borne of the common reality the two
realms share. The rules and laws that govern phenomena at one scale do not cease to
4

Knight and Rupp, 9.
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apply at another, although their expression may change because of the complexity of the
systems in which they are being studied. Another way of looking at this is to say that
reality is fractal, that the laws that govern the operations of the world are independent of
one's choice of scale from which to examine that reality. A picture of this is a fem frond.
The whole frond has a brachiated structure. If one zooms in to examine one tuft of that
frond, that tuft itself exhibits the same structure as the whole, albeit on a different scale.
Because nature is fractal, the insights garnered in physics about quantum activities
apply to activities in the realm of psychology, or communications, because reality is
quantum-based, and not solely because the language evokes comparisons. That is, the
word quantum works analogically, in the sense of equating two seemingly disparate
phenomena, and not similetically, in the sense of comparing two truly unrelated
phenomena. An analogy is a statement connecting two phenomena with the word "is," a
verbal equals(=) sign. A simile is a statement connecting two phenomena with "like" or
"as," which work to achieve poetic juxtaposition, highlighting qualities through the
comparison of unrelated phenomena. So for example, "The earth is an oasis in space,"
creates an analogy, or a linkage, between the notion that the earth is alive in the vastness
of a lifeless universe (so far as we know at the moment), just as the small ecosystem
around a spring in the desert is alive in the vastness of a relatively lifeless desert. The two
phenomena share properties derived from the spotty distribution of life, dependent upon
environmental conditions, and shared across scales. A simile, such as 'The crescent
moon is like a silver sliver of fingernail hanging in the heavens," works because of the
shared shapes, because the phases of the moon change just as fingernails grow (another
simile), and because of the affinity of the shared colors. But beyond co-existing in the
same universe, there is no real connection between a fingernail clipping and the moon.
So, since reality is fractal and the laws that one discovers in one scale hold in
another, so long as one adjusts the laws' expression to account for that change of scale,
then the processes through which those laws are coaxed from the behaviors of agents in
the world, whether quarks or people, can be transferred from one scale to another, by
analogy, with the same kinds of scale-dependent adjustments. This methodology shares
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goals with the field of General System Theory, developed

by Ludwig von Bertalanffy:

Thus, there exist models, principles, and laws that apply to generalized systems or
their subclasses, irrespective of their particular kind, the nature of their
component elements, and the relations or "forces" between them. It seems

legitimate to ask for a theory, not of systems of a more or less special kinds, but
of universal principles applying to systems in general.
In this way we postulate a new discipline called General System Theory. Its
subject matter is the formulation and derivation of those principles which are
valid for "systems" in general. 5
Applying these insights to this thesis yields the premise that one can devise an
experiment to test the behaviors of web site users within a site that offers an environment
of free choices within a delimited information space. The experimenter can manage this
contained environment to afford the opportunity to design and run an experiment
following the principles of the scientific method: single-variate design, refinability and
replicability.

The Role of the Communicator
is the Role of the Experimentalist
In Designing Information Technologyfor the Postmodern Age, Richard Coyne
wrote, "We are shaped by our technologies as much as we fashion them."? At a time
when people find their culture evolving from modernism to postmodernism, they find
that move both stimulated and expressed by the rise in networked, digital
communications. This technology both embodies and cultivates the move from
consecutivity to simultaneity, from linearity to complexity, from hierarchy to polyarchy,
from structure to process, from goal to path, from imposed to emergent orders-in short,
from modernism to postmodernism.
Within the complex of people, technology and the culture that people and
technology co-create, the role of communicators undergoes shifts that echo the move
from modernism to postmodernism. Communicators engage people, messages, and

"Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory: Foundations, Development,
Applications, (New York: George Braziller, Inc. l %8), 32.
"Coyne, 7.
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technology in a complex system characterized by evolving connections, fuzzy borders
and unbounded conversation. Such systems are finite, yet unbounded; in such a system
users experience the freedom to choose how to engage the system. In such systems, the
role of the communicator is to work as an experimentalist, to design a system that
supports free engagement, to invite people to engage that system, to observe the ways in
which those engagements proceed, and from those observations, to learn how to refine
the system to support future engagements. The role serves to cultivate an environment in
which the users' conversations with one another and their interactions with the system's
content may thrive.
This thesis proposes that the experimentalist is a useful and operational role for a
communicator in the current context, demonstrates through an experiment that the role
can be played effectively, analyzes the results of an experimental test, and generates
suggested refinements to the experimental method.
Because the thesis proposes that the role is that of the experimentalist, it is not
sufficient merely to propose the role. The thesis will test its own efficacy by applying its
own method to itself, that is by assuming the role of the experimentalist in a system,
playing it through, and seeing whether the designed experiment can be run, and whether
it has the potential to generate useful results. On its face, this may seem somewhat too
self-referential, but the helpful measure is utility. If the test generates a useful result, then
the role demands that one go on to run another experiment.
The experimental equipment is a web site of pages consisting of seven short
essays on the themes, or threads, that contribute to understanding the experimentalist role
of communicators in a postmodern system, and the site's data-acquisition features.
The experimental design proposes that web site users would enter the site, have
the freedom to choose from among all of the themes, and from each theme have
additional free choice from among all themes save the one currently selected. Thus the
paths users would take within the site could be as long or short as they would choose. If
the first choice is from n pages, each subsequent choice is from n-l pages. Given a total
of x pages viewed or engaged, the number of possible paths, p, is:
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(3.1)

p = n(n - l)(x-1).

Nothing would restrict users from engaging pages more than one time and nothing would
limit the length or complexity of the paths users would freely choose for themselves.
The population of users will come from members of jcyber e-mail lists maintained
by the College of Journalism and Mass Communications. The members have taken
classes in cyberspace studies. The test site will reside on the college's server. The goal
will be to have approximately 100 users engage the site and record their paths and
comments, but fewer users will suffice to demonstrate the efficacy of the experimental
method. Users would also be free to choose to leave the site from any theme, but would
be asked to record and send their comments before leaving. Data would include the path
description as recorded by the server logs and the comments sent by users as they
complete a form upon leaving the site. The data will be analyzed to seek strengths and
weaknesses in the experimental design and method. Results of the analysis will support
proposals to refine the design and method and to suggest several future applications.

Experimental Boundary Conditions
Beginning students in probability theory classes often perform simple, hands-on
experiments to develop an appreciation for probability distributions. Tossing two dice is
one example. Given that 36 different combinations of die faces have equal probability of
occurring, the most likely total of the spots on the faces is seven (six of 36 combinations).
Other totals are less likely. For example, the likelihood of rolling snake eyes is one in 36.
As the students roll their dice and record the totals, they begin to look for the
distribution predicted by their theory. But because of the randomness inherent in rolling
dice, they are unlikely to see the predicted distribution from 36 rolls. When they have
rolled the dice 360 times or so, then the distribution they expect should begin to appear.
This is to say that even a relatively simple event like rolling dice requires many
repetitions for the inherent, underlying pattern to emerge. If one extends this principle to
the question of the free choice by web site users of their paths through a test site, then one
recognizes that while tracking I 00 users' paths through the test site is more than sufficient
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to demonstrate

the viability of the method, it is insufficient

needed to develop a reasonably

to amass the quantity of data

smooth picture of the distribution

of more likely paths

from among all possible paths. So, given seven themes within the test site, and given that
a user were to look at each theme one time, the total number of possible paths is 7! (read
seven factorial),

where 7 !=7x6x5x4x3x2x

l =

5040. If the site has n themes, and if a user

were free to return to previously viewed themes (and he or she isl), and thus view x
themes altogether, then the total number of possible paths, p, is represented by the
following formula:
(3.2)

p

= n(n -

l)(x-i>.

Users' free choice implies that they may choose to view one theme and leave, or they may
view some but not all, or they may view each one once, or they may return to previously
viewed themes. This is a much more complicated situation than the rolling of dice.
Given the above discussion, it is fairly clear that 100 paths will be an insufficient
number from which to generate clearly defined preferred paths from among all paths. But
if one translates the method from the laboratory to the business world, where the number
of users of sites jumps to the thousands or millions, then one could begin to measure
preferred paths within a small group of web pages.
This demonstration is limited to 100 users, but can function to indicate the
viability of the experimental design and method. In fact, a much smaller number can
perform that task; in this case, the users' data function as calibration data, helping to
show that one can set up and measure the phenomena in question.
By choosing members of the jcyber listserv in the College of Journalism and
Mass Communications, the users have been naturally restricted to people who are fairly
comfortable working with computers. This test population will tend to be more proficient
than the general population in this skill.
In traditional experimentation, scientists want to assure themselves that they
control all of the factors which could influence the experiment. Laboratories are designed
to aid in this effort by establishing zones of controlled conditions. But the users of this
test web site did not come to a secluded room in the College of Journalism and Mass
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Communications to view the pages. They played their part from whatever computer they
chose, in whatever venue they chose, at whatever time they chose. The distractions and
interruptions were beyond the control of the experiment. These external factors may have
influenced the paths users took. However, future versions of the experiment could include
questions in the exit survey to provide an opportunity for users, if they chose, to describe
the background conditions under which they viewed the site.
This experiment was designed to measure the sequence, the order, the path taken
by users within the site. But it ignored another important variable, the amount of time
users engaged each chosen page within the site. Again, this was a conscious decision
made to reduce the complexity of the experiment. The tracking software captured paths,
but did not directly measure duration, although that could be calculated from the times
noted for each page's call from the server. Future iterations of the experiment could
measure time and one could assign a multiplicative value to the duration of a user's
engagement of a page. So for example, a page visited one time for IO minutes may be
more salient than IO pages each visited for 30 seconds. The saliency of the duration may
depend upon the content of the page and its function within the site. A search engine's
results page may receive a number of short views, but fulfill its function, despite the lack
of extended attention.
The test site itself displays several exclusions and limitations. As mentioned
above, the number of users is a limitation to the experiment, driven by numerical
considerations. Similarly, the number of pages in the site is a reduction in complexity for
the sake of making the experiment doable given the limitations of the graduate program
itself. In addition, the contents of the test site were specifically selected for connectivity.
The themes are highly interrelated. This increases the chances that users will find reasons
to move among the themes in the test site. One could have selected images rather than
themes, and sought to understand the paths users might take in viewing a non-ordered
collection of images. But if the business world application of this method is to learn the
preferences of users for moving within a site whose pages have related content, then the
choice of thematically related essays is an aid in developing the model.
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A further limitation occurs in the presentation of the pages within the test site.
Compared to most commercial and many personal sites on the web today, the test site is
Spartan, spare and simple. Other than the top-to-bottom placement of the links in the lefthand navigational bar, the users are left bereft of non-textual cues for any organization to
the site. No single theme is played dominantly.

Useful Theories Exhibit Testability
Within the realm of physics-to choose a scientific community to exemplify the
application of the scientific method-the notion of testability creates a kind of reality
check for theories. For example, when Albert Einstein proposed his special theory of
relativity in 1905, his proposal was not then testable using any current methods known to
the physics community.1 So while Einstein may have received notoriety for his genius
and creativity, his theory did not immediately find itself subjected to the clear gaze of a
test.
But soon after Einstein published his work, astronomers observed a total solar
eclipse, when the moon totally obscured the face of the sun. They also had the
opportunity to view stars visible just beyond the edges of the sun as seen from earth.
These stars, while visible at another time of the year at night, were normally invisible at
that time, because the line of sight between earth and the stars passed right by the sun.
Because they could be seen at night at other times, their relative positions in the sky were
measured and known with great accuracy."
When their positions were measured during the eclipse, they appeared to have
shifted slightly from where they normally appeared. These measurements provided the
evidence to show that Einstein's theory accurately predicted the interactions of masses
and energies. His theory said that masses deform the fabric of space-time, much the way

"Henry A. Boorse and Lloyd Motz, eds., The World of the Atom, Vol. I, (New
York: Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1966), 533.
K"Encyclop~dia Britannica I article page. relati~ity, Optical effects of gravitation;"
available from http://www.britannica.com/bcom/eb/art1cle/5
/0,5716, 117375+ 14+ I 09465,00.html; Internet; accessed 16 August 2000.
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balls of various sizes, if placed upon a sheet of rubber stretched out horizontally, would
deform it. A softball would stretch the sheet a little, while a bowling ball would stretch it
a lot. Light traveling from those distant stars would be like small marbles rolling on the
rubber sheet. When they would pass close to the bowling ball, their paths would be bent
by rolling around the well created in the sheet by the mass of the ball.
That is, Einstein predicted that light would be bent by passing close to a mass in
space-time. The shifts in the apparent positions of the stars, observed during the eclipse,
exactly matched the shifts predicted by Einstein's theory. This is the essence of
testability. It is the element that separates a scientific theory from an elaborate opinion.
The theory developed in this thesis is testable in the sense outlined by this
reference to Einstein's special theory of relativity. The theory proposes that a
professional communicator in today's postmodern context has a role to play as an
experimentalist who designs, tests and refines communications systems, as one who
keeps the conversation alive. But to do that, one must begin to develop models showing
what kinds of communications environments work for people. This test site, while it
appears relatively simple when compared to a full-blown commercial web site, is
sufficient to demonstrate that one can provide an environment in which users are free to
choose how to engage the content of a site, that one can track and analyze the paths
generated by those choices, and from that analysis, generate recommendations for
refining the site to support the more likely choices users make.
This thesis lives at the level of proposing a theory and demonstrating that one can
construct an instrument for testing the application of the role of the communicator as
experimentalist in the postmodern context.

CHAPTER IV
CRAFfING THE TEST WEB SITE

The Design of a Detector of Users' Behavior
The test web site and its attendant tracking software, the server logging software,
work together as a detector of web site users' behaviors. In this context, the notion of a
detector is analogous to the proton-antiproton calorimeter placed at Fermilab, in the sense
that each detector is designed to surround the place in which an event occurs and to
capture data tracking an event. Using these data, the observer can then describe the events
and develop a model that emulates the events.
Several characteristics of the web site detector are worth noting. First of all, the
environment in which the web site users find themselves in this experiment is finite, yet
unbounded, meaning choice is free within the site. The situation for the users is finite in
the sense that this test web site comprises only seven distinct pages of text, one
navigational structure, and entry and exist pages. There are no links within the site to web
content outside of the site. There are no links within any particular text to other texts
within the site. The only links are the ones connecting the navigational bar to each page.
The limits are clear, at least in terms of html linkages to the external web.
These limitations are characteristic of an experimental method in development. In
physics, the term used to refer to such beginning research is first-order approximation.
Physicists first want to measure whether the phenomenon is on the order of ones, or tens,
or ten millions. Later iterations of the experiment seek more refined measurements. So in
this case, the limits of the test site, while they do not capture the richness of links that
characterize the web as a whole, do provide an environment in which aspects of users'
behaviors can be tracked, measured, analyzed and perhaps modeled. Thus the
environment in which this detector operates is finite. But the environment is also
unbounded, or free. This means that users have no set order or structure imposed upon
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the paths they choose to take within the site, given the restrictions placed by the limits of
the detector. In contrast, a web commerce site, like www.carsdirect.com, for example,
employs a structure attempting to channel users from the general impulse of "I want to
buy a car," to the clickable action, "Place this order for a 2000 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo with the following options." On the other hand, this test site presents users with
the following scenario:
Here are seven themes on related topics. You are free to choose which themes you
want to read and in which sequence you want to read them. You are free to spend
as much or as little time as you choose and you are free to double- and triple back
to any theme at any time. No one will tell you when to begin or when to end your
encounter.
Within the limits of the test site, users are free to make their own choices.
This iteration of the detector will capture several kinds of data. The first is a
record of the sequence of themes visited by each user. The second is each user's response
to the survey form placed at the preferred exit to the site. Even so, the principle of
freedom requires that users can leave without completing the form. Those paths are
excluded from the study, as they represent an incomplete acquisition of data. One could,
however, calculate a frequency of bailout and perhaps determine some structural
modifications to the site to reduce its incidence. The path record and the form response
are matched for each user so that correlations between the path and the responses can be
calculated.
Part of the experimental design includes determining which possible
measurements to exclude from the experiment. Because this test is a proof-of-concept
designed for first-order approximation, the detector will not measure the amount of time a
user spends with each page in the site. This is a conscious decision to limit the
complexity of the detector and the data analysis. But given that disclaimer, one should
note that duration is an aspect of users' behavior that needs to measured in the future if
one is seeking to develop sites that more closely adapt themselves to users' needs or
present content in the most approachable fashion. This design depends upon users
accessing the test site from computers and at times of their own choosing. This latitude
for users introduces a limitation for the experiment and the conclusions it generates, as it
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leaves each user's environment as an unknown variable. Future iterations could be
conducted in a monitored environment or include questions about the conditions under
which a user engages the site.
Another feature of the design is that users are free to choose themes with
replacement. This means that when a user has chosen to look at one of the seven themes,
there are six themes available for the next selection. When the user has chosen one of
those six and then faces the choice of the third theme to view, the user is free to chose the
first one again. That is, a user is free to choose any theme at any time, except the theme
currently in the browser window. This feature of replacement is a conscious decision
about the experimental design and stands in contrast to a possible design that would
remove each theme from the "table" once it has been viewed. That design would, in
essence, yield paths that reflect the users' judgment about the rank order of interest of the
pages, rather than providing the opportunity for the user to move around within the
bounded, yet free environment of the site. This alternative design could be employed, if
the goal were to obtain measurements about the rank order users would assign to the
theme pages, but it is clearly a different experiment. Nevertheless, it is useful to note that
the detector can be reconfigured to run different types of experiments.
This choice of allowing replacement vastly increases the number of possible paths
users can take within the site. If the design had not allowed replacement, the number of
possible paths, p, would be represented by:
(4.1)

p=n!

where n is the number of themes and ! is the symbol for the mathematical operation of
calculating a factorial, meaning for example, that
(4.2)

7!

= 7x6x5x4x3x2xl = 5,040.

In contrast, the number of possible paths in this test site, p, is represented by:
(4.3)

(
p=nn-

I)

( x-1)

where n is the number of themes, and xis the number of choices a user makes. The
factor, (n - 1), enters the equation because, by definition, one cannot move to the theme
one is currently viewing. In other situations, where the server might refresh a page
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periodically with updated content, this would change. For example, the home page of
CNNfn1 updates itself frequently with new stock market figures. So one could consider
keeping one's browser on that page for 30 minutes a total of six views or so, if one were
inclined to count the refreshed content as a distinct page. But in the case of this
experiment, if a user were to view seven total themes, with the possibility of multiple,
nonconsecutive visits to the same theme, the number of possible paths would be
p

(4.4)

= 7(6x6x6x6x6x6) = 326,592.

So given the freedom of replacement, the number of possible seven-page paths increases
by a factor of 64.8 (!).
One last decision to limit the experiment was to choose not to vary randomly the
placement of the links to the themes within the navigational bar on the left-hand side of
the web site. Because of the tendency of readers of English to approach texts from the top
down, the theme whose link appears first is probably more likely to be viewed first rather
than later. This decision will probably tend to bias the emergence of preferred paths
toward ones that begin with themes with links towards the top of the navigational bar.
But given that this test will measure at most 100 paths and given that the number
of possible paths is incredibly large, the chance of discovering any patterns shared by
paths would be remote if the additional variable of random link placement were introduced. But just because too few paths may be obtained to see preferred paths emerge, one
is not prevented from using even a few observed paths to begin developing a taxonomy
of path types, based upon the shapes of the paths observed. Future versions of the
experiment that would work with 1,000 or 10,000 users would benefit from varying the
link placement. This would allow the experimenter to control for the top-down bias
inherent in the navigational structure as it is presented. Another work-around would be to
use javascripts and applets to present a more fluid placement of links, reducing top- or
left-biases. But this option was also precluded as being inconsistent with the characteristics of proof-of-concept and first-order approximation of both the detector and the
methodology.
"Cnnfn.corn, "Cnnfn-the financial network;" available from
http://cnnfn.cnn.com; Internet; accessed 7 September 2000.
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A Network of Themes
The content of the test site comprises seven themes, or essays, on topics that
support the contention that the role of the professional communicator is to design
communications to support the engagement and conversation of users of that
communication, that is, to keep the dialogue in play. Each theme is self-contained in the
sense that one would not need to refer to the others in any specific sequence to engage the
content of one, but all seven are connected in the sense that each provides a different
perspective on the inspiration and theory underlying the thesis itself.

Metaphors and Meanings

Poets and engineers don't often share the same tools.
Engineers live in the realm of computer-assisted design software modeling unbuilt
structures; poets linger in the reaches of language straining to capture unseen truths. One
is a world of tensile strengths, compression ratios, the challenge of joints and seams; the
other is a world of verbal images, reaches for expression, the charm of jarring similes.
Engineers and poets don't often share the same tools. But they do share the same
world-the world inhabited by people who mold and shape their environments to fashion
homes, to alter the landscape to suit human desires. The world described by people who
tell stories of their past, who make films about a possible future, who talk and write and
shout and post words-unending streams of words-about their worlds
The world we share is one. The sense we make of it and the works we create
within it are many. And yet we live in one world, despite our differences and distinctions.
A question to ask is this: "If we share one world-and we do-are there links, are
there bonds among the senses we make of the world?" Another way to ask it is this: "If
we share one world-and we do-can poets and engineers share the same tools?" Or yet
again: "If we share one world-and we do-can we share a truth, a rule across the
boundaries of our disciplines?"
In short, is there a way to connect what we do and learn within one focus, one
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discipline, with what we make and discover within another focus, another discipline?
That is a question. Here is an answer.
One of the basic, guiding principles followed by Richard Coyne in his work,
Designing Information Technology in the Postmodern Age: From Method to Metaphor, is
this observation about the link between people and technology: "We are shaped by our
technologies as much as we fashion them. '02 Coyne views the relation between people and
tools as a system, whose components mutually influence one another. Some examples
may help.
When indigenous peoples traveled the Plains of North America and derived their
livelihood from hunting, their tools-arrows and snares and spears-influenced their
perception of their environment. the Plains were, for them, hunting grounds. When
transplanted (note the term) Europeans began to move westward with sod-busting plows
in hand, the Plains became for them a vast planting ground. Same place, same world, but
different tools, and thus a different perception. When your tool is the bow and arrow,
your tool shapes your view of the world, just as you have shaped the world to sharpen
your stone point and wooden arrow shaft. When your tool is the steel plow, your tool
molds your view of the world, just as you have mined the world for ore to smelt and
hammer and have logged the forest to cut and carve.
"We are shaped by our technologies as much as we fashion them."
But technology is more than bows and arrows, yokes and plows. Technology
comprises all of the tools we use in our world. And not all of the tools are wood and steel,
or even silicon and plastic. Language itself is a tool, as are the concepts and rules, the
guidelines and stories we express using language. In fact, some argue that the lines
demarcating the boundaries between the world and our conversations about it are
arbitrary. ''This emerging way of thinking about how life organizes itself [the science of
complex systems I argues that life itself is information. Not the particular embodiment but
the information embodied provides the essence of life," writes Richard A. Lanham in The

~coyne, 7.
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Electronic Word: Democracy, Technology, and the Arts:'
A complex system, such as the world, or the mutual co-creation of people and
their technology, is itself when it is about itself. That is, a word about a truth embodies
the truth it expresses. Or the reality we perceive when use certain tools is a reality we
create with the tools we use to perceive. It's not that the world is arbitrary, but that the
world creates itself as it goes along through the actions of the components of the system
comprising the world.
This is the nature of a complex system. It means that when we use words to speak
about the system, our expression is not distinct from the system we seek to explain. It
also means that what we discover to be true about a component of the system is, in some
way, at some scale, a truth about the whole system and each component of the system.
This is so because the system's information-basis means that just as the whole is an
expression of the life of the parts (as we perceive them to be parts), so it the life of the
whole embodied in the existence of each part.
"We are shaped by our technologies as much as we fashion them," then becomes,
"We are informed by our words as much as we speak them."
Because the world is a complex system, the observations we make, the words we
speak, about how the world appears to work at one level contain useful observations,
speakable words, about how the world appears to work at another level. Our observations
are scalable, because the world maintains a consistency across its scales. In other words,
reality is fractal. Zooming between scales reveals consistent patterns of organization and
behavior because the information-basis is the same. For example, without a frame of
reference, one cannot easily distinguish a close-up of a jagged rock with a wide-angle
shot of a rocky mountainside. Or again, consider the similarity of traffic lights admitting
packets of cars along a street and of a heart valve admitting packets of corpuscles along
an artery and servers sending bursts of data along varying paths across the Internet.
The realization that real-life systems are complex, and that our apprehension and
expression of them is fractal, and thus scalable, provides the explanation for the glimmers
'Richard Lanham, The Electronic Word: Democracy, Technology, and the Arts,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 247.
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of truth that Ludwig von Bertalanffy traced in General System Theory: Foundations,

Development, Applications. He wrote:
A unitary conception of the world may be based, not upon the possible futile and
certainly farfetched hope finally to reduce all levels of reality to the level of
physics, but rather on the isomorphy of laws in different fields .... Speaking in
'material' language, it means that the world, i.e., the total of observable events,
shows structural uniformities, manifesting themselves by isomorphic traces of
order in the different levels or realms.4
In the end, what does this mean for us? It means that our actions, on a small scale,
can give us clues about our actions on a grand scale, because the whole is contained, in
some way, in the parts, just as the parts comprise the whole. It means that our words,
even when spoken about a locality, communicate a picture of the universality, because
the parts comprise the whole, just as the whole is contained, in some way, in each of its
parts. It means that people and technology together co-create one another.

It means that the tools of the engineer and the poet are more alike than we first
thought. It means that a poet can build a poem and can calculate the stresses and strains
of its parts. But it also means that an engineer who uses metaphors is not just handwaving, but is revealing the truth about the world at one level by identifying it with a
truth known about another level. The folder icon in a window on a screen of a computer
is just as real and just as able to hold a document as a folder in a drawer of a filing
cabinet in an office.
Poets and engineers don't often appear to share the same tools. But the
appearance of disparity is merely the artifact of perception. Both seek to make sense of
the world, to tell the world about itself to itself, so that people and their technology, both
verbal and manual, can continually co-create one another.

Poets and engineers don't often share the same focus, but they do share
similar tools.
Messages and Media

We and our media co-evolve, becoming one system.
Many people cite Marshall McLuhan's saying, "The medium is the message."
von Bertalanffy, 48-49.
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His dictum is quoted more often that the work from which it sprang is read. In
that book, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, he develops a sophisticated and
nuanced definition of "medium." A key to understanding what McLuhan means by
"medium" lies in coming to grips with the subtitle of the book, "The Extensions of Man."
McLuhan's opening paragraph points the way, and is worth reading again:
In a culture like ours, long accustomed to splitting and dividing all thi~gs as a
means of control, it is sometimes a bit of a shock to be reminded that, m
operational and practical fact, the medium is the message. This is merely to say
that the personal and social consequences of any medium-that is, of a.ny extension
of ourselves-result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each
extension of ourselves, or by any new technology.'
Here he defines a medium as a human extension. So for example, a handgun is a
medium of violence, because as an extension of a fist, it heightens a person's ability to
strike another person. Likewise, a wheelchair is a medium of locomotion, because as an
extension of a person's legs, it augments that person's ability to move. One could make
the same kind of observation about Mark McGwire's bat, Cal Ripken's baseball glove,
Tiger Woods' nine iron or Sarah McLachlan's guitar.
McLuhan's point that a medium is a human extension implies that the human and
the medium through which a human communicates form a system. This insight explains
why one should not lean on a person's wheelchair as if it were a piece of furniture. For
the person who can walk, the device may be nothing more than a chair. But for the person
who extends his or her mobility through the wheelchair, the device is wheels, embodying
personal mobility and expression in the same way the family car may symbolize mobility
and freedom for the restless teenager.
So if a medium is a human extension, and if the human and the medium in use
form a system, then one can and should look at the system. One observes the behavior,
measures the activity and describes the changes of the system, not just the human using
the medium, in order to understand the communications phenomena in question.
From this observation that a person and the medium of communication form a
system, one can take the next step and apply the insights and questions of systems to the

"Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, (Cambridge,
Mass.: The MIT Press, 1964), 7.
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interaction of the person and the medium. For example, several months ago I was
listening to my step-daughter, a college student, talk about her friends and their
relationships at school. She mentioned that they kept in touch when they were apart by
writing letters. When she said something like, "So I wrote Emily about what kind of
furniture we wanted for our apartment next year," she supplemented her comment with a
gesture depicting the act of writing. She gesture was to hold both hands palms down in
front of her and wiggle her fingers in imitation of typing on a keyboard. For her, writing
had become sending e-mail and the gesture to depict the medium of the letter had become
keyboarding, not handwriting.
So if one were to study the system of letter-writing among college students, one
would need to examine how students and computers and e-mail and the Internet work
together and influence one another as a system.
Systems are not static. They are fluid, in motion, in evolution. For example,
professional baseball exhibits the characteristics of a system. One only has to watch the
highlights on ESPN's Baseball Tonight to see how the increasing size and better
conditioning of players has led to an increase in home runs. Greater offense changes the
balance of the game; run production goes up; people like watching offense; owners build
hitters' ballparks; and more home runs get hit. Some critics contend the system is out of
balance. But others point to the emergence of equally large and strong pitchers who can
routinely through fastballs between 95 and 100 miles per hour rather than 90 to 95 miles
per hour. The critics assert that this trend will lead to a rebalancing between offense and
defense over time. This is the behavior of a system seeking dynamic, not static,
equilibrium.
A person and his or her chosen forms of communication form a system. Changes
in the available forms of communication lead to changes in the activity of the system.
Thus newspaper publishers considered the rise of television as a challenge to the system
of news delivery in print. Network television, in turn, eyes the growth of the Web and its
ubiquitous power to customize content as a threat to the hegemony of the networks.
Again, McLuhan's notion of the medium as a human extension offers an insight.
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When one considers a person and the means, the media, that person chooses to use to
engage the news of the day, one is considering the behavior of a system. This insight
underlies the premise of Mass Media Technology and Bundling Behavior: A Ludenic
Perspective. The authors begin by " ... assuming the people are in command [of their
media use), that viewing behavior may be multi-faceted, perhaps multi-medial.?' This
assumption helps one begin to understand how a person engages the news, or any
medium, by asking how a person uses the various media at hand and how those media
influence the behavior of the person. One cannot extract or abstract the one from the
other.
This insight has ramifications for studying how people make use of a web site.
While they may be reading in a way akin to reading a book, the web site as a tool, with its
hyperlinks, changes the system. Connections exist explicitly through those hyperlinks.
They are readily apparent and traveled by the user. Thus the behavior of the person using
a web site may be different from a person reading a book. One can question how a person
chooses to make a path through a site, to organize the content by selecting the points of
attention that form of that path.
As one system, the person, the media and the messages constitute an object
worthy of observation. From those observations, one can gain insights into how people,
media and messages co-evolve. These insights may enable professional communicators
to design and support media more responsive to the needs of the people who use them.

We and our media co-evolve, becoming one system.

Chaos and Complexity

Chaos is not the absence of order, but the foundation for emerging complex
patterns and behaviors.
Undergraduates who study physics become familiar with the pendulum. They

"Wilma Crumley, Michael Stricklin and Kewis Zager, "Mass Media Technology
and Bundling Behavior: A Ludenic Perspective,"(paper presented at the Eastern
Communication Association Symposium on the Play Theory of Mass Communication
Ocean Park, Maryland, 24-26 April 1980), 2.
'
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spend a laboratory session measuring the periods of pendula of various lengths to see
how period changes with length. They also take a pendulum of a given length and change
the mass of the bob, to see what effect various masses have on the period. These
measurements provide quantifiable confirmation of the predictive power of the formula
they have derived for the period of a pendulum:
(4.5)

Ji

r=-.

g

They confirm that, within the limits of their ability to start and stop stopwatches
as the bob passes a fixed point on its path and to count swings and to measure the length
of the pendulum and to use a pan balance to gauge the weight of the bob, the period
really does vary as the square root of the length of the pendulum and is independent of
the mass of the bob.
The formula can even be solved for g, for the acceleration due to gravity, and that
can be measured. The measurement agrees to several significant figures with the value
found by looking for that number in a copy of the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics.' All seems simple and predictable ... until the professor asks, "What have we
ignored? How have we simplified and idealized the pendulum?"
Then the seeming order of that simple formula dissolves into a seemingly chaotic
mess of systems of simultaneous nonlinear differential equations. The simplifications
needed to avoid this intractable mathematics are astounding. Students have assumed the
pendulum swings like a playground swing, back and forth, but not side to side in a kind
of elliptical path. The mass of the pendulum string or wire and its distribution along its
length have been neglected. The air resistance retarding the motion of the bob (and the
string or wire) has been dropped. The elasticity of the string or wire and any spring-like
forces it applies at the pivot point have been deemed too small to count. The stretching of
the wire or string as the velocity of the bob varies has been considered negligible. The
bob has been idealized as a mass concentrated at a point and not as a real object with
'David R. Lide, ed., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, (Boca Raton,
Florida: CRC Press, Inc., 1999).
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distributed mass at varying distances from the pivot point.
When all of these real-life considerations find their way into an attempt to write
down the formulae describing the motion, or the behavior, of the pendulum, the formulae
become impossible to resolve using traditional mathematical methods. Experimental
physicists are left to do what theoretical physicists have historically decried, finding
numerical, brute-force, calculated approximations, to describe roughly what the theory, in
a theoretical environment, can describe precisely and simply.
Reality has intruded.
There are other places where traditional theoretical physics butts up against reality
and looks the worse for the encounter. This physics cannot describe why the smooth flow
of water falling from a faucet will tum suddenly rough and dribbly, or why the equally
smooth and silent rise of smoke from a cigarette in a totally still room will tum suddenly
turbid. Or what happens with the flow of air over an airplane's wing. Or given a set of
meteorological measurements for Tuesday, why the report of the weather on Sunday is at
best an estimate and not a prediction with any high degree of certainty.
These challenges and conundrums lie in the realm where classical physics has met
it match in the seeming chaos of the real world. But here chaos does not mean what we
normally mean by the word. The traditional view of chaos characterizes it as the absence
of order, where order is seen as the natural state of affairs and disorder is a deviation from
that state. But in recent years, as scientists speak of chaos and seek to study chaotic
systems, they refer to a deeper order and structure that lies outside of the boundaries of
classical physics as traditionally formulated.
What this means is not that reality is perturbed, but that classical physics is
inadequate to describe reality as it exists. In contrast, chaos theorists see the world
through special lenses:
Chaos poses problems tha~ defy accepte.d ways of wor~ing in science. It makes
strong claims about the universal beha~10~ o~ co~plex1.ty. The first chaos
theorists the scientists who set m the discipline m motion, shared certain
sensibilities. They had an eye for pattern, especially pattern that appeared on
different scales at the same time. They had a taste for randomness and
complexity, for jagged edges and sudden leaps. Believers in chaos-and they
sometimes called themselves believers, or converts, or evangelists-speculate
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about determinism and free will, about evolution, about the nature of conscious
intelligence. They feel that they are turning back a trend in science toward
reductionism, the analysis of systems in terms of their constituent parts: quarks,
chromosomes, or neurons. They believe that they are looking for the whole,"
Chaotic systems are characterized by several tendencies. First, small changes in
initial conditions can give rise to vastly different outcomes. For example, the slow drip of
a faucet changes its timing drastically (and nonlinearly) depending upon minute changes
in the volume of water released slowly from the faucet. Second, ordered systems can
arise spontaneously from the interactions of many small components following simple
rules. For example, geese flying together mind their places relative to the nearest geese;
and from this simple rule, the pattern of the V evolves.
From these basic insights into chaos, scientists have begun to speak about terms
such as emergence and complexity. By emergence, chaos scientists mean the property of
systems that over time, order and structure will evolve naturally as an outgrowth of the
interactions within the system. The most famous example of emergent order is the
currently held theory of the evolution of life, where self-replicating clays have, over great
spans of time, served as the foundation from which all life on earth has developed.
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Emergence, as a property of the Earth as a system, suggests that the development of life,
and the evolution of increasingly specialized and complex forms of life, is an inherent
characteristic of the Earth as a system, a chaotic system.
Complexity refers to the characteristic of chaotic systems that the relations among
the components of the system are not simply reducible to linear relations, but that the
connections among those components are accurately expressible only in nonlinear
fashion. This means, for example, that one cannot say simply that rainfall varies directly
with the relative humidity. But one can say that precipitation levels, relative humidity, the
"James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science, (New York: Viking Penguin Inc.,
1987), 5.
"lf recent speculation that life on Earth was seeded by meteors ejected from Mars
following asteroid strikes turns out to be true, it would still not negate the argument for
the emergent nature of life, but merely move it to another venue. Michael Paine, "Your
Ancestors May Be Martian;" available from http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy
/astronomy/rocks_fromspace_991108.html;
Internet; accessed 2 September 2000.
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direction and speed of prevailing winds, the location and motion of atmospheric highs
and lows, and a host of other components are all interconnected, so that predictions are a
matter of modeling a system and not a matter of extrapolating the measurement of a
dependent variable from a single independent variable.
One can see these properties-emergence

and complexity-exhibited

by human

systems as well as by "natural" systems. The evolution of the Internet displays these
properties. In fact, attempts to impose a specific order and structure upon the system
invariably meet with work-arounds, improvisations, and hacks. But, when designers
allow a sufficiently large number of interactions to occur in the context of simple rules
governing those interactions, spectacularly complex and diversified structures emerge.
The Internet itself, based upon a few protocols for the transfer of data, upon the principles
of packet-switching and dispersed computing power, has shown remarkable evolutionary
achievements in a very short span of time.
And because each subset of the system of the Internet is based upon the same
protocols and principles, individual sites can exhibit the same characteristics of complex
order emerging from a chaotic system. Typical site design imposes a navigational order
on users, and to no one's surprise, users follow the structure set for them. But if users are
presented with free choice within a site, one can expect to see certain complex patterns of
behavior emerge as one tracks the choices of users. Their behaviors may seem random,
but in reality they are chaotic. And chaos is not the absence of order, but the foundation
for emerging complex patterns and behaviors.

Chaos is not the absence of order, but the foundation for emerging complex
patterns and behaviors.

Process and Postmodernism

In the postmodern view, processes are systemic and embrace all members of
the system.
The recent debate in Kansas over the question of including creationism in the
public schools' science curriculum hearkens back to the famous Scopes trial of the early
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1900s. While the cultural climate has changed, the depth of feeling aroused on all sides
has not. Beneath the debate over the place of God in the schools, the question of whether
creationism is science, the speculation about whether Darwin was correct, there lies a
deep question left mostly unarticulated. This question goes to the root of the great shift in
our culture from modernism to postmodernism.
If you were to pin down a modernist, he or she would support several key
precepts:
I. One can describe reality with a discoverable set of laws.
2. These laws find their basis in some objective frame of reference.
3. This frame of reference can be universally applied.
While the debate in Kansas flames over creationism's place in biological science,
the real shift that has already clinched the move to postmodernism rests in the history of
the physics curriculum. At the beginning of this century, when Albert Einstein found the
classical physics of Isaac Newton inadequate to describe the physical phenomena he was
attempting to describe, he made a few adjustments to the system. Einstein's theory of
special relativity sought to describe the behavior, that is the velocity, momentum,
dimensions and mass, of bodies as they moved at very high speeds, approaching the
speed of light.
For example, Newton's classical physics states that the kinetic energy of a
moving body is expressible in this formula:
(4.6)

E=-

mv2

2

where Eis the energy of the body, mis its mass and vis its velocity. This formula would
indicate that the energy of a body, as it approaches the speed of light, would increase
according to the square of the velocity and would achieve a huge, although finite, value
when the body attained the speed of light-186,282 miles per second. But Einstein's
formula looks like this:"

"Mount Allison University, "Relativistic Kinetic Energy;" available from
http://www.aci.mta.ca/Courses/Physics/470
I /EText/Relati vistic Kinetic Energy .htrnl:
Internet: accessed 16 August 2000.
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(4.7)

E=---2(

mc2
v2

l-7

)i'

What this formula says is that the energy of the moving body approaches an
infinite value as its velocity approaches the speed of light. But at small velocities, called
non-relativistic velocities, the formula approaches Newton's formula. This means that
Newton's Jaw ended up being a special case of Einstein's general insight. Or in other
words, the world that Newton observed with his human senses, the same world we know
from daily experience, comprises a special set of circumstances from among all the
circumstances and conditions that can arise in the known universe.
So while Newton's laws predicted the behavior of objects, energies and the
systems they comprise, as observable by human creatures, the laws did not describe
accurately the behaviors of all systems. In the same way, the frame of reference Newton's
laws took to be absolute, was in fact relativistic. But Einstein didn't mean relative in the
sense that it didn't matter what frame of reference one selected. He meant relative in the
sense that there existed no epistemological reason why one should select any particular
frame of reference over another.
Thus a physicist would be free to choose a frame of reference that simplified the
computations needed to describe the behavior of objects and energies, so long as
everyone understood that any other frame of reference would be equally valid, yield an
equally accurate depiction of phenomena, but could be much more messy in the process
of analysis and computation.
So for example, when I leave the house in the morning to go to work, I don't
think of the path I take in terms of the center of the Milky Way galaxy, but only in terms
of the grid of streets crisscrossing Lincoln, Nebraska. But that grid would not work for
NASA's engineers as they seek to send the Chandra X-ray Observatory aloft aboard the
space shuttle and onto the right path to put it in orbit around the Earth.
So to go back to the three key precepts of modernism, one can see the changes
postmodernism brings to them:
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I. One can describe reality with a discoverable set of laws.
2. These laws find their local expression in a selected frame of reference.
3. This frame of reference can be universally applied, but the choice to do so is
arbitrary and does not preclude other equally valid choices.
Obviously, the debate begins to ferment as the divergence between the modem and the
postmodern versions of precepts two and three becomes apparent.
But what influence gives rise to the divergence between modernism and
postmodernism, or leads to the distinction between objectivity and subjectivity as it
applies to frames of reference and their applicability? One can make the case that the
influence lies in the postmodernist realization that one cannot adequately describe the
truth about an entity without describing the processes that lead to, engage and flow from
that entity.
At the basic level, this means that the postmodernist view of life embraces the
notion that accurate descriptions of systems depend upon depicting the processes that run
through and within those systems, as well as the entities and energies that comprise the
system. So for example, if one applies this to the creationism vs. evolution debate in
Kansas, then one gamers the insight that the creationist position is modem, because it
attempts to apply a universal frame of reference-a theistic one-to all circumstances and
tries to contend that people can be understood apart from the processes that flow through
the environment in which they live. The postmodernist solution is to argue that there is no
entity or energy that exists apart from the processes that move within the system they
comprise. That is, evolution-systemic

change through the aggregation of small

developments within and among the elements of the system-happens to all elements of a
system because it is a systemic process.

In the postmodern view, processes are systemic and embrace all members of
the system.

Path and Play

The point of choosing a path and walking along it is to experience life by
choosing and walking.
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One of the trends gaining currency in the business world is the notion of outcomebased measures of performance. In the field of developmental disabilities services, for
example, some state agencies allot dollars to service providers with no stipulations
attached to dictate the ways in which those providers deliver services. But the
continuation of funding depends upon the state agency's ability to measure specific
outcomes in the lives of the people who receive those state-funded services. If the service
provider can achieve those measurable outcomes without spending all of the money, then
the provider gains an opportunity to tum a profit. If the provider spends more than the
allotted amount in order to achieve the desired outcomes, then the state agency is under
no obligation to make up the difference. The provider faces operating at a loss.
What matters is simply and solely the desired, measurable outcome. The path
taken to get there, so long as it is legal, is irrelevant to the state agency. This pathtransparency stands at one end of a continuum of attitudes toward the relation of a path in
life to any related goals. At the other end, one can envision the languorous conversation
of two lovers. They have no agenda, no desired outcomes to their conversation. They
revel in the moment, in the ebb and flow of thoughts and feelings, of passions and
fulfillments. Their goal, if they were to articulate it, is not to get anywhere, but simply, as
is often said, "To be in the moment." In a way, a lovers' conversation is path-transparent
as well. Its intention distracts the lovers from any awareness of the passage of time, of the
ebb and flow of the process of their conversation.
There exists a third way, at least, to approach the meaning of the path one takes.
This way rejects the idea that the goal is simply to achieve the outcome or equally simply
to exist in the moment. Participants using this way are keenly aware that they are moving
along a path, that changes are taking place among them and in relation to their
surroundings, and that the goal is not to get to the end or to ignore the past and the future,
but to embrace the journey in its richness.
James P. Carse's strange and slender volume, Finite and Infinite Games: A Vision

of Life as Play and Possibility, paints a striking picture of living along this third way.
Carse writes:
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In one respect, but only one, an infinite game is identical to a finite game. Of
infinite players we can also say that if they play they play freely; if they must
play, they cannot play.
Otherwise, infinite and finite play stand in the sharpest possible contrast.
Infinite players cannot say when their game began, nor do they care. They do not
care for the reason that their game is not bounded by time. Indeed, the only
purpose of the game is to prevent it from coming to an end, to keep everyone in
play.
There are no spatial or numerical boundaries to an infinite game. No world is
marked with the barriers of infinite play, and there is no question of eligibility
since anyone who wishes may play an infinite game.
While finite games are externally defined, infinite games are internally defined.
The time of an infinite game is not world time, but time created within the play
itself. Since each play of an infinite game eliminates boundaries, it opens to
players a new horizon of time.
For this reason it is impossible to say how long an infinite game has been played,
or even can be played, since duration cane be measured only externally to that
which endures. It is also impossible to say in which world an infinite game is
played, though there can be any number of worlds within an infinite game.11
One can recast Carse's insight about the nature of infinite games by saying, "The
point of choosing a path and walking along it is to experience life by choosing and
walking." This means that path and play form a pair; one plays when one chooses and
walks along a path, just as the tracing of one's path is a narrative about one's play. This
way asserts that the goal is not to get to the end of the path, or to move along the path
with any particular velocity, but merely to live by making one's way along the path.
The next step is to make the observation that communication happens among
people who choose and walk a path together. Someone who takes on the role of a
professional communicator within a community whose members are living along a path
has a particular and precise function within that community. While people who live in the
community find their fulfillment in experiencing their lives by choosing and walking
along a path together, the professional communicator has a focused role of supporting the
community in its life along the path.
The professional communicator is not trying to devise systems that will encourage
people to get to the "end" of their path, to structure communications to achieve desired
outcomes, to control or to limit communications, or to summarize (and thus end) any

"James P. Carse, Finite and Infinite Games: A Vision of Life as Plav and
Possibility, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1986), 7-8.
·
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conversation. Instead the professional communicator encourages participation in the
conversation, fosters choices along the path that open opportunities for more choices, and
acts as a catalyst for relationships to grow among the members of the community who
have chosen to travel along a path together.

The point of choosing a path and walking along it is to experience life by
choosing and walking.

Influence and Evolution

Living systems develop complex and responsive ways of engaging their
environments.
One commonplace canard of every freshman biology class is the observation that
living creatures respond to external stimuli. But external stimuli, by definition, come
from the environment. So one can extend the observation to say that living creatures
respond to their environments. Biology classes in most places also teach that over time
living creatures, when considered as species, tend to evolve more nuanced and diversified
responses to their environment. But a species can also be viewed as a system of creatures
distributed in time. So again, one can extend the observation to say: "Living systems
develop complex and responsive ways of engaging their environments."
If one considers the system comprising people and their technology, one can see
many of the same characteristics, in the behavior and development of this system, as one
sees in the development and behavior of any other living system. For example, when the
researchers at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) were developing innovative
approaches to personal computing in the era of mainframe computing, they saw the need
for a much more highly developed visual display. Their thesis was that the eye was the
fattest pipe for communicating information to the person from the computer. So their
earliest designs virtually cannibalized the central processor unit time of other subsystems
to provide the monitor with the processing time it needed:

I Charles I Thacker's inspiration was to shift the bottleneck from the memory to the
processor itself. In his design, only the CPU, which after all was the most
important component of the machine, would be permitted to address the main
memory at any time .... I Thacker realized I he could convert idle blocks of the
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Alto's main memory into a bitmap for the display screen .... Without this sort of
artfulness the Alto display would not have been possible at all."
One can see a subtle and sophisticated give-and-take between people and
computers at work here. The evolutionary human preference for engaging the
environment visually drove computer designers to modify computers, making them
visual to make them personal. In turn, the notion of the desktop metaphor mapped a
common human (or at least a common Western) experience onto the computer screen,
replicating an aspect of the physical environment in everyday life in the visual
environment of the computer-human interface.
You could build on the user's existing strengths and aptitudes. Knowing
something about how to organize a file cabinet would help you organize our
digital files, just as being familiar with how trash cans work would help you
delete files. The metaphors would make the user experience more intuitive, and
the playful, graphic metaphors made the idea of using a computer less
intimidating. If you could sit at a desk and shuffle papers, you could use the
machine."
Likewise, as the screens and peripherals for computers develop to better produce
visual and now audible information for people, people have begun to make sense of their
world in ways shaped by the medium of the computer. This is part of what Richard
Coyne meant when he wrote, "We are shaped by our technologies as much as we fashion
them."14
What we see happening in us and around us as we and our technology influence
one another is the evolution of a complex system. While one could disassemble this
system into its constituent components-people,
environment-there

computers, networks, information and the

remains value in considering the system in its complexity. As one

does this, one sees that people and their communications technologies together exhibit
the characteristics of an evolving species.

"Michael Hiltzik, Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the
Computer Age, (New York: HarperBusiness, 1999), 172-174.
"Steven Johnson, Interface Culture: How New Technology Transforms the Wav
We Create and Communicate, (New York: HarperCollins Publishers Inc., 1997), 48. ·
"Coyne, 7.
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This process of shared human and technological evolution is like biological
evolution. It happens within an identifiable system, environmental engagement plays a
role, and adaptive changes tend to perpetuate themselves, while maladaptive ones die off.
The distinction is that the system includes the behaviors of people, the capabilities of
technology, and the information upon which they both base their interactions. Another
glaring difference is the pace at which the system comprising people and technology is
co-evolving.
But despite the differences, the metaphor of "system," when applied to people and
their communications technology, works well. The metaphor highlights the similarities
and differences between technological and biological systems evolution. These
distinctions illuminate the actions and paths of the human-technological system over
time. The connections highlighted by the metaphorical comparison are more than merely
rhetorical, in the commonplace sense of the word. The connections show the linkages
inherent in the notion of a living system. That is, the metaphor works because the same
process goes on in the two systems connected by the metaphor.
And so, whether one looks at the system of a forest and its trees, or the system of
the Internet and its people, computers and information, one can draw the same
conclusion: Living systems develop complex and responsive ways of engaging their

environments.

15

Roles and Relations

Professional communicators search for ways to engage community members
in multimedia conversations.
The depictions of journalists in various media capture the ways that people have
understood the roles of professional communicators and the relations those roles have to
"Recent developments point to the possibilities that complex robots can evolve.
Early results from the GOLEM Project (Genetically Organized Lifelike Electro
Mechanics) indicate that self-evolving robots can develop the characteristic of selflocomotion, a step on the path of life. Hod Lipson and Jordan 8. Pollack, "The Golem
Project: Automatic Design and Manufacture of Robotic Lifeforms; available from
http://golem03.cs-i.brandeis.edu/index.html;
Internet; accessed 2 September 2000.
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the surrounding community. Clark Kent/Superman pursued "truth, justice and the
American Way" in an era when his creators, Jerome Siegel and Joseph Shuster, thought
those qualities faced challenges both from within and beyond the borders of the United
States. In a time of deep questions about the the place of authority in our culture, Robert
Redford's Bob Woodward and Dustin Hoffman's Carl Bernstein crusaded for the source
of the "dirty tricks" played by "All the President's Men." For a few years in the mid
1990s, ABC News ran commercials that glamorized its on-air personalities, not the
stories they told, ending with a Mt. Rushmore-like frieze of Jennings, Koppel,
Donaldson, Brinkley and Sawyer captured in heroic profile. In the age of the Internet,
when anyone with a computer and a modem can become a publisher of web content, Matt
Drudge dredged up the dry goods on President Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky.
At the same time that popular culture plays seriously with the various roles
journalists and other professional communicators can assume within that culture, the
research and study within journalism, as an academic discipline, have explored various
roles and relations as well.
In the early years of broadcasting, the journalist served as surrogate adventurer,
providing an audible sense of presence. Edward R. Murrow, broadcasting from the streets
of London during the Blitzkrieg, with the sounds of incoming bombs exploding in the
background, exemplified this role. The surrogate adventurer ventured where the average
listener could never go. By mixing on-the-spot narrative vocals with ambient sounds, the
journalist created a sense of place and activity for the audience. The form of the
medium-radio-shaped

the function of the journalist within that medium. Because the ear

relies upon descriptions, narration, interviews and sounds to create the sense of the place
and the event, the successful journalist in this medium needed to be an adept and agile
speaker. Looks did not matter.
One of the more traditional roles a journalist could play was the gatekeeper:
For this discussion, "gatekeeping". in !""ass '!1~dia is viewed as including all forms
of information co~trol ~hat ma)'. a~1se m ~ec1s10!1s about me~~age encoding, such
as selection, shaping, display, timing, withholding, or repetmon of entire
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messages or message components.

16

The success of this role depends upon the community embracing the premise that there
exists an objective standard of truth, propriety and conduct. The journalist works as the
gatekeeper, deciding whether items will "make the news." The standards for newsworthy
stories are met when the items serve to increase truth, when they can be told within the
bounds of propriety and when they can be obtained within set standards of conduct. An
exemplar of this role is Walter Cronkite. The notion of the gatekeeper works in a system
where the access to and the quantity of available information is limited. Network news
broadcasts in the 1960s fit these criteria.
The Internet's networked communications challenges these traditional roles on
several fronts and drives the development of varying roles responsive to changes in forms
of media. When each person with a computer and an Internet connection can publish
material to web sites viewable to anyone else anywhere with a similar computer and
connectivity, the notion of the gatekeeper loses its power. There can be no gate when
everyone is already (potentially) within the walls containing the gate. In addition, the
notion of community standards of conduct and truth undergo revision when community is
redefined broadly as the whole world and narrowly as anyone who shares an individual's
narrowly crafted niche, like Power On Software's Up-to-Date and Contact for Macintosh
Users' Group, for example.
Further, the sheer magnitude of the available content creates new challenges and
pushes new roles on professional communicators. Because the Internet has grown
exponentially rather than linearly, the task of organizing and sorting and making sense, in
short, of navigating, has arisen. This may explain the choices behind the naming of
browser software. Netscape's choice of "Navigator" and use of the icon of a sailing
ship's captain's wheel seems to connote the sense of exploration on the uncharted waters
of the high seas. Similarly, Microsoft named its browser "Explorer," and occasionally
used the icon of a globe. This appears to connote a similar sense of adventure. Apple

"George A. Donahue, Phillip J. Tichenor and Clarice N. Olien, "Gatekeeping:
Mass Media Systems and Information Control" in Current Perspectives in Mass
Communication Research, Gerald Kline and Philip J. Tichenor, eds., 1972, 43.
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Computer's ill-fated CyberDog sported a different image, one in which you sent the
browser to bring back information to you, as a dog would fetch the daily newspaper.
Whole industries, companies and fortunes have risen and fallen in recent years in
the search for a meaningful, useful and profitable way to make sense of the masses of
content on the Internet. Search engines, portals, top-I 00 lists, software for storing and
sorting URLs and other methods promote themselves as ways for helping people make
sense of the content available to them on the Internet. But hidden behind these flashy onscreen aids is the work of scores of professional communicators. While masked, the
communicators are playing an important role in the relations between people and the
information they seek on the Internet.
There doesn't yet appear to be a dominant image emerging to describe the role of
the professional communicator in this context. But even so, some characteristics can be
teased forth from the discussion above. Sometimes explorers need guides; Lewis and
Clark had Sacagawea. Sometimes connoisseurs need experts; home cooks need the Food
Network's Emeril Lagasse and the syndicated Martha Stewart. Sometimes do-ityourselfers need consultants. Sometimes there exists a need to organize, to provide
structure, to customize features to meet a user's needs or desires. It seems that the breadth
and depth of content on the Internet, the velocity with which technological change
sweeps across the medium and the diversity of users is leading to a variety of roles for
professional communicators.
But despite the variety of images one can sketch out for professional
communicators, there remain some common motifs that inform those images. First of all,
whether one sees the role of the professional communicator as a guide, an expert, or a
consultant, within those roles lies the task of seeking out and encouraging connections
among users and between users and content. Linker is a clinker of a job title, but it
captures something of that key task of connecting, of encouraging conversation.
If one accepts James Carse's premise that people can play either finite or infinite
games17, and if one buys the notion that good and useful communications lead to further

11

Carse, 7-8.
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communications, then one can put those two premises together to say that a good
conversation is a form of infinite game. Then one can also see a role for the professional
communicator as one who encourages the conversation, the give and take that arises
among users and between users and the content and computers comprising the Internet.

Professional communicators search for ways to engage community members
in multimedia conversations.

Test Web Site Design Considerations
The test web site comprises a variety of elements. The index page presents site
users with a message meeting the University of Nebraska requirements for exempt
research involving human subjects.v The text explains the nature of the experiment, an
estimate of the time needed to engage the site, the request for feedback, the nature of the
information gathered and contact information for users who have further questions.
If a user then chooses to engage the site, a link takes the user to an introductory
page that uses frames to present a simple navigational bar down the left side of the
browser window and a brief welcome statement in the main frame." Users are asked to
adjust the font size displayed by their browsers and the window size so that they can see
the complete navigational bar in the window without having to scroll and so that the font
size displayed in the main window is comfortable for them.
The instruction to adjust the font size in the navigational bar is key to reducing the
bias that might be present if the theme choices lying lower on the list were to be offscreen and to require a user to scroll the navigational frame to access those links.
Each link presented in the navigational window connects the theme title to the

See Appendix I, Test Web Site £?isclaimer Page Text, for the text of the
disclaimer and Appendix III, Test Web Site Screen Shots: Index Page Screen Shot, for
the appearance of the disclaimer.
18
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See Appendix II, Test Web Site.HTML Code, Fra.mes Page Source, for the code
underlying the frames setup, and Appendix III, Test Web Site Screen Shots, Welcome
Page Screen Shot, for the appearance of the frames setup.
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display of that theme in the main window." A one-sentence summary statement
appearing below the linked title describes briefly the focus of each theme. A red-colored
text reminds users to visit the response page last before leaving. However, no mechanism
prevents a user from checking out the response page questions before beginning to
engage the site, or at any point in the course of the experiment, for that matter.
The response page presents users with a series of questions." They are asked to
select the themes they found most interesting through least interesting and to offer
comments about their choices. They are also presented with a variety of questions
designed to survey familiarity with the Internet as a communications medium and the
computer as a communications tool. Several simple demographic questions complete the
mix of questions on the response page.
Submitting the page generates a thank you page. This page also states that the
results of the experiment will be posted on the web and that the URL of the results will be
shared with the jcyber mailing list.
The test site resides on a server of the College of Journalism and Mass
Communications at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

The server Jogs from the days

during which the experiment ran contain information about the hits on the server. From
this information, one can extract the activity of individual users of the site, based upon
the IP address of the computer accessing the site, the configuration of operating system
and browser version attached to each of those hits and the chronology of the hits. Here is
an example of the header that begins each log:
#Software: Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0
#Version: 1.0
#Date: 1999-12-09 00:08:02
#Fields: date time c-ip cs-username cs-method cs-uri-stem sc-status sc-bytes cs-
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See Appendix III, Test Web Site Screen Shots, Theme Page Screen Shots, for
the appearance of a sample theme.
21

See Appendix II, Test Web Site HTM~ Code, Response Form Source, for the
code underlying the response form, and Appendix III, Test Web Site Screen Shots,
Response Form Page Screen Shot, for the appearance of the response form.
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bytes time-taken cstUser-Agent) csiReferer)."
Within this log, entries like the ones below appear:
1999-12-09 12:15:38 216.170.1.82-GET /coj/students/frye/index.htm 304123
338 859 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
1999-12-09 12: 15:38 216.170.1.82 - GET /coj/students/frye/cojmcbot.gif 304 122
397 46 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
http://jet.unl.edu/coj/students/frye/index.htm
.
.
1999-12-09 12:15:38 216.170.1.82-GET /coj/students/frye/c0Jmctop.g1f 304122
397 78 Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+4.5;+Mac_PowerPC)
http:/ /jet. uni .edu/ cojl students/f rye/index. htm. 23
These entries indicate that a user with IP address 216.170.1.82 was running a Macintosh
computer with a PowerPC processor used Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.5 to access the
index page of the test site on December 9, 1999 at 12: 15:38 GMT. When the user loaded
the index page, the server also delivered the two gif images called by the index page.
This tracking happens invisibly from the perspective of the user. During the
running of the experiment, the college's computer network manager was to e-mail server
logs to the experimenter on a regular schedule so that the experimenter could verify that
information about users' activity on the test site was being obtained. In addition, a
cursory analysis of IP addresses accessing the site allowed the experimenter to gauge
when the requisite 100 users had completed their site visits. By comparing the times in
the server logs with the times in the headers of the e-mailed response form data, the
experimenter was to be able to connect the responses with the individual paths of users in
the test site.
Several design considerations entered into the construction of the test site. First of
all, the html code needed to provide users on both major computer platforms-Windows
and Macintosh-a similar, legible view of the site. In addition, the site's pages needed to
display similarly across the two major browsers-Microsoft

Internet Explorer and

Netscape Communicator. These compatibility concerns were necessary considerations if

~~college of Journali~m and ~ass ~ommunications.' U~iversity of
Nebraska-Lincoln, "Journalism Engmeenng Telecommunications (JET) Server Log;"
accessed 9 December I 999.
"ibid.
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the test site were to be approachable and usable by the variety of people comprising the
jcyber mailing list. The easiest way to assure basic compatibility was to keep the site
simple. The only images appearing in the site either replicate the letterhead of the College
of Journalism and Mass Communications on the introductory page or provide several
formulae using Greek letters and mathematical symbols not part of the default font sets
that browsers employ when they load pages.
The decision to use frames was based upon the need to present to users an
unchanging menu of choices of the themes and to provide a consistent presentation of the
themes selected for viewing. Both browsers since their version 3 incarnations have
supported frames. Further, an earlier version of the site which presented the themes
within scrollable text boxes proved to provide an inadequate presentation of the themes.
The fonts displayed within such text boxes-the browser's default fixed-width font, such
as Courier New-tend not to be as readable as the browser's default display font-usually
Times New Roman or the like. Further, text boxes do not provide a means for displaying
the few formulae cited in the themes.
A short piece of html code was added to each theme page. By setting the
expiration date of the page to "O," this code forces browsers to call a page anew from the
server each time its active hyperlink is clicked. Here is the code:
<meta http-equiv="expires" content="O">
. " con t en t = "0"> .
<meta name= " expires
The first line works with Netscape Communicator and the second line works with
Microsoft Internet Explorer.
So for example, when a user clicks on a theme's link in the navigation bar the first
time, the theme page is loaded from the server and leaves a record in the server log. If a
user returns to that page a second or third time, the browser first looks to its cache for the
page. But because the html code of the page says it is expired, the browser returns to the
server to obtain the page. This leaves a second or third trace of the page in the server log.
This html code would not normally appear in a web page devoted to content that does not
change. But because the experimental design calls for analyzing the paths of users within
the site, and because the selected way to track paths within this test site is by analyzing
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server logs, browsers needed to be forced to load pages from the server rather than from
their caches.
This collection of kludges and compromises would not necessarily be practical for
a commercial or generally public web site, but is doable for this limited demonstration
experiment.

Study Group Population Considerations
For the purposes of this research, a small number of Web users comprises the
study group population. Students from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln who have or
who are taking the Cyberspace and Mass Media course are members of various jcyber
listservs maintained by the College of Journalism and Mass Communications. Because
this course is only open to junior and senior undergraduates as well as graduate students,
the users who encounter this test site all share a variety of demographic characteristics.
They are all 19 years old or older, they have some background in the issues arising in the
study of communications and cyberspace, they are all familiar with computers and the
use of web browsers and e-mail software, and they all responded favorably to an
invitation to participate voluntarily in this study.
But despite those common characteristics, the group exhibits some variety.
Because the Cyberspace course is offered through the distance learning program at the
University of Nebraska, the jcyber listserv members may live in places other than
Lincoln, Nebraska. Their professional backgrounds vary greatly, as the Journalism
College seeks and admits students from a variety of fields in which communications
plays a role.
The test run of the detector was designed to include the data gathered from l 00
users of the web site. The data for each user were to include the record of the particular
path taken through the site and the answers supplied within the response form at the
conclusion of the encounter with the site.
Because of a variety of complications involving obtaining the raw server Jogs
from the two servers in the Journalism College which hosted the test site and an apparent
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technical glitch in the operations governing members posting messages to the two jcyber
listservs designated as the participant pool for this research, a change in the focus of the
data gathering was agreed upon by the researcher and the thesis advisory committee's
representative, Professor George Tuck.
The focus of the experimental portion of the thesis is to demonstrate that a test
site can in fact be constructed, that the data described can be gathered, and that an
analysis that compares and correlates paths and comments can be performed. Because the
number of data sets is extremely small, the sets in essence comprise the calibration data
of the experiment, much the same as test beam data aided the physicists at Argonne as
they designed and debugged the proton-antiprotion collider detecter for Fermilab.

Collection of Data
When users engage a web site, their activity takes a variety of forms. One could
study the behaviors of the users directly, observing the movement of their eyes as they
gaze upon various parts of the computer screen, their use of keystrokes or mouseclicks to
navigate within the site, and their interactions with the environment in which they reside
while engaging the site. This study, on the other hand, takes an indirect approach. In an
analogy with the physicists' collider detector, this experiment tracks the paths left by
users of the site. Actually, to be more precise, this experiment tracks the sequence of
pages viewed by users. These major stopping points actually represent a small percentage
of the paths users take. The full paths would include the gazes and glances taken by users
as they look at pages, the scrolling up and down within a particular page, and the
hesitations as the cursors hover over a link before clicking it.
The pages chosen by a particular user elicit calls upon the server of the College of
Journalism and Mass Communications, which sends pages to the user's computer. Each
of these selections generates a hit, which leaves a record in the server log. The data
collected for this experiment include the sequence of page hits. Because the experiment
allows multiple visits to the same page, the paths may vary in length, from zero on up.
While the server log notes the times the pages were served, thus potentially allowing one
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to calculate how long the pages are each in view, this study examines paths' points of
reference and length, but not duration.
The exit comments seek both qualitative and quantitative data. Asking users to
rank the theme pages provides a quantitative measure of the utility or relevance of the
themes to each user. The comments gathered help to sketch some of the motivations of
users and the influences of their environment upon their engagement with the site.

CHAPTERV
ANALYZING THE DATA

Users' Rankings o/Themes
Users who responded to the invitation e-mailed to the jcyber listservs and visited
the test site were asked to complete an online survey before leaving the site. The survey
asked questions about the interest users had in the themes, about the relative rankings
they would place on the themes, about some basic demographics and about the users'
computer system and comfort with the site and the Internet in general.'
The first set of questions asked users to rank themes by the level of interest they
felt for them. The test site comprised seven themes. By asking users to select the most,
second most and third most interesting and least, second least and third least interesting,
all seven themes had the opportunity to be ranked. The questions asked explicitly for
ranks for six of the seven themes; the one remaining unranked theme would, by default,
rank squarely in the middle, assuming users completed the survey.
Table I presents the rankings assigned to the themes by the test site users. The
order of the themes as presented in the test site navigational bar is reproduced in the
rightmost column for the sake of comparison. Dashes represent either the absence of a
user's selection or the inability to assign a rank of four (4) because of the absence of one
or more selections by the user, thus making it impossible to determine the remaining,
unranked theme to which the four (4) should be assigned. In addition, while the web site
form asked users to assign a rank of one (I) to their most liked theme and a seven (7) to
their least, the scale of rankings has been reversed in this analysis, while preserving the
relative rankings, in order that graphs could employ ascending scales along each axis.
Future iterations of this experiment should use this scale to make the data translation
more automatic.
'See Appendix II, Test Web Site HTML Code, for the source code.
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Table I. Users' Rankings of Test Site Themes
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The absence of rankings for some of the themes in three of the five responses
indicates a shortcoming in the design of the online form. In future iterations of this
experiment, it would be desirable to including error-checking javascripts in the code of
the form so that users would be required to supply answers to each of the ranking
questions in order for the form to be submittable. This would overcome a drawback to the
incomplete data sets which prevents even, across-the-board comparisons among the
several users' responses.
Even so, from this data, the number of rankings, the range of rankings, and the
mean, median and mode ranking can be computed for each theme, as Table 2 shows.
Because the number of data sets is so small, some of these measures of central
tendency Jose any significant meaning. For example, in the case of Metaphors, the mode,
or most frequently occurring measurement, is every ranking supplied, because no two
users gave Metaphors the same ranking. This weakness would be remedied by increasing
the number of data sets; if JOO users had visited the site, there would necessarily be at
least one theme ranked more than once. In addition, the chances of exact counts of
rankings being duplicated by various themes is reduced as the number of users increases.
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So if the number of users is increased, then these statistical measurements would become
more valuable and illuminating. As it is, these five sets of data show the kinds of analysis
that can be performed with data gathered by running this experiment. This is the value to
be gained by running tests of an experimental design.

Table 2. Basic Statistical Measures of Theme Rankings
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Connections Between Site Design
and Users' Behaviors
Another kind of analysis entails looking for correlations between factors present
in the site design and the responses supplied by the users' activity within the site. Each
user's activity left two types of records: browsing and ranking. Table 3 pulls together
several items: the random order assigned by the test site designer to the theme links from
top to bottom in the navigational frame of the site and the browsing order exhibited by
each user. In determining the order of each user's choices, multiple consecutive hits on
the same theme were treated as an individual choice, because the only difference such
hits would make in the user's experience would be a momentary reloading of the page
already in view in the browser's main frame. The dashes indicate that the user did not
view that particular theme.
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The sequence of choices for each user was obtained by examining the server log.
The date of the form posted by the user upon leaving the test site supplied a date and
time. That information locates the section of the server log containing the information
about the users' page requests on the test site. The log contains the IP address of the
user's computer as well as the date and time of each page request. From that information,
and given that each of the pages resides on the server in a directory named for the
researcher, it was a simple matter to extract the list of hits on the test site for each user.
Once that extraction was completed, the page requests were converted to numerical
listings using the key in the first column of Table 3. The order of requests was assigned
using an ascending numerical scale.
In addition, the path length, defined as the sum of distinct views a user makes on
the test site, can be calculated for each user's session. That figure is included in the last
row of Table 3. In this case as well, multiple consecutive requests for the same page are
conflated into one view.

Table 3. Users' Test Site Theme Choices and Path Lengths
. I
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A brief look at the navigational order extracted from the log for each user and the

i
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order of the themes shows that, for users two and three, the top-to-bottom order of the
navigational bar on the test site supplied the order in which they viewed the themes. User
four started out that way, checking the first two in order, but then moved in other
directions. If a greater number of users' choices were gathered, one could perform an
analysis to determine whether or not there existed a correlation between a theme's
position in the navigational bar and its corresponding order in users' sequence of choices.
In addition, were one to generate other random orderings of the themes for various
navigational bar sequences, one could determine whether users' tended to view themes
based upon the position of the link in the navigational bar or whether there was a clear
preference for particular themes, presumably selected because of the content of the teaser
line below each link. In addition, given enough paths, one could look for patterns,
whether users tend to visit certain themes in certain orders, regardless of their placement
in the navigational bar. This kind of analysis could indicate that users find certain natural
pathways linking themes. If that were so, one could conclude that a final navigational
structure could use whatever bias is revealed for viewing themes based upon their links'
positions, to present themes in the sequence that represents the most likely ordering users
give to the themes.
Common sense indicates that because readers of English read from the top to the
bottom of a page, the place a theme's link occupies in the navigational bar on the test site
may raise or lower the theme's chances of being noticed first. One could ask a question
of the data, especially if there were more data sets, about whether the placement of
theme's link were correlated with its ranking or its likelihood of being read earlier or later
in a user's encounter with the test site. Table 4 summarizes the data supporting an
approach to answering this question.
The mode of first visit was determined by examining the navigational choices
above for each theme and by determining the mode (most frequently occurring position)
of the users' first views of that theme. So for example, the navigational choices for the
Chaos theme were (6,9, 1, l , I). The mode for this set of numbers is one (I).
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Pairs of data sets were selected; from these sets, three measures were calculated.

2

The measurer indicates the positive or negative correlation between two sets of
measurements. The closer to one, the more directly correlated the two phenomena are.
The closer to negative one, the more inversely correlated the two phenomena are. For
example, the presence of the sun in a clear sky and the visibility of shadows on earth are
directly correlated, while the presence of the sun in that same clear sky and the visibility
of other stars are inversely correlated.

Table 4. Theme Place, Mean Ranking and Mode of First Visit
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The statistical measures show a clear and direct correlation between the mode of
first visit and the theme place (r= I). This indicates that users generally viewed the themes
in order from top to bottom, as their links appeared in the navigational bar. Because the
mode of first visit for each theme exactly matched that theme's place, the measures for
the other two correlation pairs are identical. The correlation between mean ranking and

~correlation;" calculations available from http://faculty.vassar.edu/-lowry
/corr_stats.html; Internet; accessed IO May 2000.
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theme places leans somewhat toward an inverse relationship (r=-0.4). Remembering that
ranking of 7 is highest and I is lowest, the slight inverse correlation indicates a tendency
for users to prefer the themes toward the top of the list. But a visual inspection of the data
shows a mean ranking for the Chaos theme of 6.5, a full 2.2 points higher than the next
highest ranked theme, Messages. This higher ranking somewhat loads the correlation
toward the inverse side. If one sets that ranking aside, the correlation measure for the
remaining data is r=0.75, indicating a somewhat direct relationship between the ranking
of a theme and either its place toward the lower end of the navigation bar and its
tendency to be visited earlier or later in a user's encounter.
Figure 3.
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Figure 3 shows a plot of the Mean Ranking and Mode of First Visit as functions
of Theme Place. A visual inspection reveals the direct linear relationship between Mode
of First Visit and Theme Place. This indicates that the closer a theme was to the top of the
navigation bar, the more likely it was to be visited earlier in a user's visit of the test site.
Because the correlaton pairs, Mean Ranking vs. Theme Place and Mean Ranking vs.
Mode of First Visit, have identical r, slope and y-intercept values, the plot for Mean
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Ranking vs. Mode of First Visit would appear identical to the plot of Mean Ranking vs.
Theme Place.
Turning to path length, one can make several observations about the
measurement. First, the theoretical minimum path length would be zero (0), for users who
either never entered the site or who looked at the welcome page and left before viewing
any of the content pages. Second, there is no theoretical maximum path length; the
number of views a user might make would be limited only by the time a user devoted to
the visit. Third, while five users' data comprise a data set too small from which to draw
any meaningful conclusions about path length, one might suppose that the most common
path length would equal the number of distinct themes in the test site. In fact, 40 percent
of the five users visited each theme exactly once, returning path lengths of seven (7). A
frequency histogram of path length for the data sets collected in this demonstration
experiment shows the following distribution:

Figure. 4.
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Path Length
One of the conjectures to test with future runs of this experiment would be to
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examine whether path length exhibited a normal, or Bell-curve distribution. In addition,
modifications of the the design of the test site could influence the path length. For
example, if the site designer embedded links between essays at the points of natural
connectivity, users may traverse those internal linkages, and thus visit each essay more
than once in the course of exploring the site. This would tend to increase the path length.
To extend this even further, one could examine the time taken by the user to
traverse the paths chosen and the lengths of time spent engaging particular pages of the
test site. Presumably, most site designers prefer that users spend longer times viewing a
site, particularly when the time is spent engaged with the content, and not with trying to
find one's way around a confusingly designed site.

A Taxonomy of Path Shapes
The prospect of increasing the complexity of the site by embedding links also
suggests another type of measurement that could be obtained from the data: path shape.
The term "shape" is chosen specifically to elicit a visual connotation, as this
measurement allows one to examine the contours-the topology-of the paths chosen by
users. By analyzing this topology, one can begin to get a handle on the appearance, or
landscape, the site presents to users. Just as the earlier discussion mapped out how a
network develops a shape as one adds nodes and links, so can this discussion begin to
sketch the various shapes that paths may take within a site, thus developing a taxonomy
of path shapes, as illustrated in Figure 5.
The names assigned to each type indicate an essential characteristic of that type.
The multinodal path displays the characteristic of containing more than one page that the
user visits more than once, as exhibited by User I. The sequential path replicates a
presented order of pages. In the case of this experiment, Users 2 and 3 followed the
sequential order of themes presented in the navigational bar. The path of User 4 is an
example of the exploratory type, in which a user explores a site, but does not end up
choosing any pages as nodes. The fourth displayed path type is the parabolic path. This
name is derived from the Greek 7ta.pa.pa.A.A.etv (paraballein), meaning "to compare," from
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"to throw beside.''3 This name suits the path type involving a two-page visit, because the
user engages first one page, then a second page, presumably makes a comparison
between the pages, or between expectations and the content, and then leaves.
The four types of paths exhibited by the five users who engaged the test site do
not exhaust the possible topologies. A fifth is the mononodal path, shown shown in
Figure 6. As a special case of the multi nodal path, it is a path with only one page
encountered more than one. Users take mononodal paths when they repeatedly move
from a home page, for example, to linked pages and back to the home page. Intuitively,
one might guess that this is the most common path of all, when one considers the
behaviors of all users within all sites. A path related to the parabolic path, but untracked
in this experiment, would be the hyperbolic path, in which a user encounters only one
page and then leaves. This type could occur whenever a user encounters a new site and
discovers quickly that the site does not have the desired content, or takes too long to load,
or whatever, and then leaves. A sample path is depicted in Figure 6. Hyperbolic was
chosen because its derivation stems from the Greek \jlm:ppa.llitv(hyperballein), meaning
"to exceed," from "to throw beyond.''4 The one page encountered results in the user being
thrown beyond the limits of the site.
The utility of this taxonomy comes into play when one reflects upon the path
types as representations of users' behaviors in a web site and then pursues further
research to discover what attitudes, thoughts and feelings inform those behaviors. Then
one can begin to explore what strategies and designs to employ in a web site to shape the
site to respond to the various approaches users may take. For example, can one design a
linear site to appear to users who prefer sequential paths, while also providing a more
open design for users who exhibit exploratory behaviors? How does one learn why some
users leave quickly, following parabolic or even hyperbolic paths?

'The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, (1992) s. v.
"parable."
"ibid
1 1 ., s. v. "hyper b o I e. "
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Analysis of Response Form Data
Because only five usable sets of data were obtained in the calibration run of this
experiment, the data are insufficient to perform in-depth studies of the similarities and
differences noted by users when completing the response form. The previously discussed
shortcoming of the form, namely that users were able to post their replies with
incomplete responses, interferes with the usability of the data gathered and the ability to
explore connections between described reactions and server-recorded behaviors.
Nevertheless, several interesting and useful observations can be made about the
responses supplied by the five users to the questions on the form. Table 5 provides a
summary, first of all, of the replies to the questions regarding the users' interest in the
topics covered by the themes, various demographic questions and the queries regarding
user's self-perceptions and assessments of their Internet usage. The crossed-out cells of
the table represent places where the arithmetic mean has no application. Once again, a
dash represents a field for which a user did not supply a response.
The response form presented the questions in this way:
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For the following questions, 1 means high, 3 is neutral and S is low.
Rank your interest in the topics presented by the themes:
11,2,3,4,51
Rank your desire to read more about the topics presented by the themes:
I 1,2,3,4,51
Rank your comfort with the test site's presentation of the themes:
11,2,3,4,51
Rank your comfort with the test site's navigability:
11,2,3,4,51
Rank your comfort with computers as a communications tool:
I 1,2,3,4,51
Rank your experience with the Internet as a communications tool:
11,2,3,4,51
Estimate the number of hours you spend on the Internet in a typical week:
I less than 7 hours, 7-13 hours, 14-20 hours, 21-27 hours, 28-34 hours, 35_
41 hours, 42 or more hours per week I

Please respond to the following demographic questions.
Gender:
[male, female
Age:

I

119-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56-65, 66+ I

Highest degree attained:
I High school diploma, undergraduate degree, master's degree, doctoral

degree]'

"See Appendix 11, Test Web Site HTML Code, for the response form source code.
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Table 5. Users' Replies to Response Form Queries
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Observations About Users' Responses
Despite the few responses, several items can be noted about the responses. First,
the proposed modification of the response form to use javascript to check for incomplete
responses would eliminate responses like the one supplied by User 3. Second, users were
generally older than traditional university students and educated beyond their
undergraduate degrees. These characteristics match the general profile of members of the
jcyber listserv. Third, the users generally indicated a higher interest in the themes
themselves (mean=2.5) than they did in their desire to read more about the themes
(mean=3.0). Fourth, three users indicated that their usage of the Internet was Jess than
one hour per day, on the average, while one user clocked between one and two hours per
day, on the average.
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User ranked the site itself as having medium-level navigability. User I wrote in
the comments, "The metaphors and meanings link never changed color to indicate it was
a visited site. I visited it second." In fact, none of the links in the navigation bar ever
changed color, because the html code included the following lines:
<meta http-equiv="expires" content="O">
<meta name="expires" content='D">",
These lines force the user's browser to refresh the content of each theme page
each time the link is selected. This was done to allow the server log to note each view of
each theme. The trade-off is that the user's browser then does not note the theme page in
its history log, and thus does not show the link in the browser's set "visited link" color.
This breaks one of the conventions of web site usability. According to Jakob Nielsen's
"Top Ten Mistakes in Web Design," this shortcoming-"non-standard

link colors"-ranks

as mistake eight and earns a "severe" rating:
Continues to be a problem since users rely on the link colors to understand what
parts of the site they have visited. I often see users bounce repeatedly among a
small set of pages, not knowing that they are going back to the same page again
and again. (Also, because non-standard link colors are unpleasantly frequent,
users are now getting confused by any underlining of text that is not a link.)"
Future iterations of this experiment would be well-served to incorporate a more
sophisticated method for tracking users' paths in the site, eliminating the need to collect
the tracks of hits from the server log, and thus allow users to view pages without the html
code forcing the server refreshes. This would fix the site's current reduced usability.
User 2 also shared a comment about the test site's usability, but this time cast in
terms of its textual, as opposed to graphical nature:
you also impressed me in how uniteresting [sic I your site was. there were no
graphics to capture my visual attention. the frames were a nice touch, but i think a
traditional navigational map of links at the bottom would suffice."

hSee Appendix II, Test Web Site HTML Code, Frames Page Source.
Jakob Nielsen, "Top Ten Mistakes" Revisited, Alertbox, May 1999; available
from http://www.useit.com/alertbox/990502.html;
Internet; accessed 23 August 2000.
1

"User 2 response form e-mail.
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The user makes a good point, that most sites today use graphics in visually
interesting ways, as a means of capturing and retaining a user's attention. There
undoubtedly exist good graphics that could have been employed to illustrate points
discussed in the themes, but the experimental design, focused as it is upon restricting the
number of variables, deliberately excluded from the site precisely the elements this user
wished to see. Future iterations of the experiment could be run to test how users make
their way in a graphical environment. In fact, users of immersive-environment games,
like Myst and Riven, and especially their coming sequel, Myst III: Exile", find themselves
in those kinds of environments. If the descriptions of Myst III: Exile are accurate, the
game's users will find themselves in a rich visual and auditory environment which they
can explore in all directions. This would support, incidentally, play that is both goaloriented (finding the solution) and play-oriented (enjoying the scenery). In conclusion,
the user's comment is on target that an interesting site is usually (at least partially)
graphical. But even so, sites like Nielsen's www.useit.com thrive on the strength of
content, exclusive of graphics. The truth is that usable sites occupy various positions on a
textual-graphical content continuum; users' personal preferences play a role in what
"works" for users.

"Myst Ill: Exile; available from http://www.myst3.com; Internet; accessed 23
August 2000.

CHAPTER VI
OUTCOMES

Experimental Conclusions
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that the professional communicator in
today's cultural context is well cast when playing the role of the experimentalist. The first
step in the demonstration was to show that one could construct a detector of behaviors of
users visiting a test web site. The detector needed to capture data, in various forms, which
the experimentalist could analyze and use as the foundation for suggesting further
refinements to the detector design and additional runs of the experiment beyond the
calibration run illustrated in this work.
Despite some challenges that arose in configuring the mechanisms for the test
web site's data collection, the site was built. It did offer users the opportunity to explore
seven themes on a range of topics relating to the development of this thesis. Several
restrictions placed upon the implementation of the design assured that the detector was
suited for producing analyzable data while remaining limited enough to serve as a
demonstration. Data were collected in sufficient quantities to serve as the basis for
developing a variety of procedures for analysis. The results of the analysis were
indicative of further steps that could be taken with future iterations of the experimental
design.
In essence, the basic conclusion of this test run of the detector is qualitative: one
can in fact take the experimental method employed by physicists and use it as the
inspiration for the design and construction of a detector of events involving people,
content and technology. The design can be set up to limit the number of independent
variables to be measured, to focus the scope of the content sufficiently that it presents
users with an environment in which they are free to make choices within the boundaries
of the system, and to gather data suitable for analysis.
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Several particular observations fall out of this work. First of all, it is a difficult
task to limit the number of independent variables in a system designed to measure human
communications behaviors. The design could control the content of the test web site and
constrain its presentation. But the diversity of computer systems employed by users and
the range of environments in which users engaged the test site yielded additional
variations which were not controlled by this demonstration.
Second, even a very small test run is sufficient to generate data about which
useful observations can be made. For example, the indications are that the general
tendency of English-speaking users to read from the top down introduces a bias toward
choosing to follow links that are placed toward the top of a vertical list of links. In
addition, users follow different kinds of paths when moving around within a web site that
does not impose a set order upon users. Those paths can be characterized and organized
into a taxonomy of path shapes. Finally, gathering users' comments about their
experience with the test site can point to additional modifications to the site which would
improve its usability.
In the end, one can say that this experiment, thanks to the connections made
between physics and communications, was a successful first step in the evolution of a
method to detect and analyze web site users' paths in an environment of free choice.

Paths for Further Exploration
This experiment's test run suggests a variety of questions which could be
addressed by future generations of the experiment. Changing the scale of the experiment
is one step to take when moving a detector from calibration to actual use. As the
discussion about the potential number of paths users might take within a site pointed out,
one needs a fairly good-sized group of users to begin to map the most preferred paths
from among all possible paths.
The second change of scale involves the number of pages within the site.
Operational sites on the web run to hundreds and thousands of pages, and while one
could not practically present such a large site with no imposed ordering, and maintain its
usability, one could change the scale of the experiment by looking at how users make
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their way among sections of a web site, rather than individual pages.
A third scale change would be to increase the number of links. The themes in this
test site are connected, because they inform the development of the theory underlying the
site. But a decision was made to leave out the hypertextual links that one could have
made among the themes. A future run of the experiment could look at users' choices
when facing intrasite links. These links would enable the test site to more closely
approximate a true web of related pages and not just a list of pages randomly presented.
A second cluster of further developments involves the mechanics of the test site
design. The top-down navigational bar represented a compromise between expediency
and desirability. The theory proposed no imposition of any preferred ordering of the
themes on users. Yet by limiting the navigational bar to one sequence, randomly chosen,
users did not have the chance to experience truly free choices. Future runs of the
experiment could load a different randomly ordered navigational bar for each viewing of
the site. One could then see whether paths taken by users were functions of the themes'
contents or the placement of the themes' links in the navigational bar. One could also
experiment with nonlinear presentations of the links, such as scattering them across a full
page. Selecting a link could cause the theme to load in a new browser window, while
leaving the presentation of choices available.
The code running behind the site could be made more sophisticated. One could
insert short questionnaires that would appear when users select links between themes and
would ask about the choice made, at the time the user makes the choice. One could also
use the sequence of choices to customize the exit survey form, so that it would ask,
"What led you to choose to move along this particular link between theme A and theme
B?"
The exit survey form itself could employ javascript error checking so that users
would need to supply answers to certain questions before submitting the form. This
would assure, for example, that the questions asking users to rank the themes would be
completed. This would eliminate the need to toss out some users' responses because of
incomplete data.
This test run of the detector did not include time as a variable. That is, no measure
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was taken of the duration of users' engagements with various pages. The server logs did
contain the raw data of the times that the browsers requested various pages. From that
information, one could calculate the duration of a users' view of a particular theme. Or at
least, one could calculate the period between browser requests for pages. That in itself,
however, would not allow one to conclude that a user was viewing the page for the whole
time between requests, because there still would be no measure of the environment of the
user.
This raises another path for further exploration. The current test allowed users to
view the site from whatever computer they chose, at whatever times they chose, in
whatever conditions arose at the times of viewing. These freedoms introduce additional
variations which could be controlled in future iterations of the experiment. For example,
if users were all given access to a common computer setup, one could eliminate the
variations of operating systems, browsers, font sizes, monitor resolutions and the like.
One could also control distractions: some runs could be conducted in silence, others with
background sounds or music.
The general principle of the scientific method applies here. The closer one can
come to isolating one variable and Jetting it run free while controlling the others, the
closer one can get to measuring the influences of that particular variable on the state of
the system.

Final Words
This thesis proposed that one could build a bridge between physics and
communications, founded on the observation that because both disciplines seek to
understand phenomena that occur in the same world, both can use the same
methodologies to discover patterns influenced by the same laws operating at different
scales in the same world. Specifically, this thesis suggested taking the ideas behind the
design of a detector of particle collisions in high-energy physics as an inspiration for
designing a detector of web site users' behaviors in an environment of free choice.
The goal was to design and build a detector of those behaviors, turn on the
detector, observe users engaging the site, gather data, show that it can be analyzed to gain
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insights into those behaviors, and from that analysis, suggest refinements to the design of
the detector and paths for future experiments to take. Eventually, the detector and the
methods for its use can evolve to the point at which they become useful tools for
professional communicators to use in understanding how to support the co-evolution of a
complex system of people, content and technology.

APPENDIX I
TEST WEB SITE DISCLAIMER PAGE TEXT

This web site is part of a master's thesis experiment designed to provide a context
in which web site users are free to choose their own paths through the site. This site
design and user activity supports a test of the theory that the role of the professional
communicator is to learn from the behaviors of users which paths, from among all
possible paths within a web site, are more likely. From an analysis of likely paths, the
professional communicator can then refine the design of the site to support users' choices.
You must be 19 years old or older to participate in this study. You have received
an invitation to encounter and respond to this site because you are a member of the jcyber
listserv maintained by UNL's College of Journalism and Mass Communications.
If you choose to continue, you can expect to spend a reasonable amount of time,
probably between 30 and 90 minutes, engaging the content of this web site, depending
upon your free choice. While you are engaging this site, software residing on the
college's server records the path you take through the site. When you leave, you are asked
to respond to a variety of questions about the content of the site, to record your
impressions on the form on the exit page, and to complete a brief demographic profile.
No other information is recorded.
You should entail no risks or discomforts by engaging this web site.
By spending time with this web site, you may expect to encounter some thoughtprovoking ideas and illustrations that present some familiar and novel concepts in fresh
ways.
If you include any information in your departing impressions which could identify
you, that information will be kept confidential, as will any e-mail header information.
This confidential information will only be seen by the investigators. Your general
comments may be included in the thesis text. During the course of the data gathering, the
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information will be stored on the college's server. During analysis, the data will be in the
possession of the investigators, and upon conclusion of the project, the data will be
archived on a diskette retained by the College for an appropriate period of time.
You are free to decide not to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time
without adversely affecting your relationship with the investigators or the University of
Nebraska. Your decision will not result in any loss of benefits to which you are otherwise
entitled.

If you have questions, please contact one of the investigators before proceeding:
David M. Frye, Principal Investigator

(402) 434-3250 between 8:30 am and 5:00 pm Central Time weekdays
(402) 486-3272 at other times
davidfrye@navix.net at any time.
Professor George Tuck, Secondary Investigator

(402) 472-4377 during regular business hours
gtuck@unlserve.unl.edu

at any time.

If you have questions about the rights you have as a subject in this research
project that remain unaddressed by this information or by your contact with me, please
make the following contact:
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Institutional Review Board
R. Gene Wright, Director
rgw@unlinfo.unl.edu
http://www.unl.edu/research/compliance.html

(402) 472-6965.
You may leave this site at any point without repercussion. If you choose to leave
without completing the response form at the end, the path data collected by the software
will be excluded from the study.
You are welcome to print this web page, bookmark a link to it, or save it as an
html file.
By proceeding into this web site, you give your assent to the following statement:
I understand and agree that software will be employed to record the path of my
use of this site and that form data I send upon completion of my encounter with
the site will be used by the researcher and may be quoted in the final form of the
thesis.
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When you are ready to begin, enter here [link to test site J.

%

APPENDIX II
TEST WEB SITE HTML CODE

Frames Page Source

http://cojmc.unl.edu:591/frye/mainframe.htm.

2 September 2000.

<HTML>
<!--This file created 10/11/1999 6:57 pm by Claris Home
Page version 3.0-->
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thesis Test Site</TITLE>
<META NAME=GENERATOR CONTENT="Claris Home Page 3.0">
<meta http-equiv="expires"
content="O">
<meta name="expires" content="O">
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET COLS="160,474" FRAMEBORDER=l>
<NOFRAMES><BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P>This entire page will be displayed in browsers that do
not support frames. Edit in this mode to customize this
page for non-frame-supporting
browsers. For browsers that
do support frames, design your page in the Edit Frames
mode.</P>
</BODY>
</NOFRAMES>
<FRAME SRC="navbarOl.htm" NAME=navigation MARGINWIDTH=4
MARGINHEIGHT=4 FRAMEBORDER=l>
<FRAME SRC="welcome.htm" NAME=content MARGINWIDTH=4
MARGINHEIGHT=4
FRAMEBORDER=l>
</FRAMESET>
</HTML>
Response Form Source

http://cojmc.unl.edu:591/frye/add.htm.
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC
Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>

"-//W3C//DTD

2 September 2000.

HTML 4.0
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<title>Response</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<form action="FMPro" method="post">
<I-- Here's all the hidden form handler stuff-->
<input type="hidden" name="-db" value="test.fp3">
<input type="hidden" name="-format" value="thanks.htm">
<input type="hidden" name="-lay" value="test">
<input type="hidden" name="-mailto"
value="davidfrye@navix.net">
<input type="hidden" name="-mailfrom"
value="cojmcweb@cojmc.unl.edu">
<input type="hidden" name="-mailsub" value="Thesis Test
Site Response">
<input type="hidden" name="-mailhost"
value="unlserve.unl.edu">
<input type="hidden" name="-mailformat"
value="mailtest.txt">
<!--the form appears below-->
<font face="arial, helvetica, sans">
<P>What is the entry word you received with the email
invitation to participate in this study?</P>
<P><INPUT NAME="entry" SIZE=lO ></P>
<P>Select the theme you found <B>most</B> interesting:</P>
<select name="themelm">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors and Meaning
<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</select>
<P></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme attracted you?</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=themelmq rows=?
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<P>Select the theme you
found to be the <B>second</B> most interesting:</P>
<P><SELECT NAME="theme2m">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors and Meaning
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<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence
and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme attracted you?</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=theme2mq
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<P>Select the theme you
found to be the <B>third</B>

rows=7

most interesting:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="theme3m">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors
and Meaning
<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme attracted you?</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=theme3mq
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<P>Select the theme you
found to be the <B>least</B>

rows=7

interesting:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="themell">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors and Meaning
<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme did you find unattractive?</P>
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<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=themellq
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<P>Select the theme you
found to be the <B>second</B>

rows=?

least interesting:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="theme21">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors
and Meaning
<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme did you find unattractive?</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=theme2lq
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<P>Select the theme you
found to be the <B>third</B>

rows=?

least interesting:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="theme31">
<OPTION>Chaos and Complexity
<OPTION>Metaphors and Meaning
<OPTION>Roles and Relations
<OPTION>Path and Play
<OPTION>Influence and Evolution
<OPTION>Process and Postmodernism
<OPTION>Messages and Media
<OPTION SELECTED>Select a theme</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>What qualities in this
theme did you find unattractive?</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=theme3lq
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>

rows=?

<P><B>For the following
questions, 1 means high, 3 is neutral and 5 is
low.</B></P>
<P>Rank your interest in
the topics presented by the themes:</P>
<P><SELECT

NAME="interest">
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<OPTION SELECTED>Rank
<OPTION>! (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>

your interest

<P>Rank your desire to read
more about the topics presented

by the themes:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="desire">
<OPTION SELECTED>Rank your desire
<OPTION>! (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Rank your comfort with
the test site's presentation

of the themes:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="comfort">
<OPTION SELECTED>Rank your comfort
<OPTION>l (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Rank your comfort with the test site's navigability:

<IP>
<P><SELECT

NAME="navigate">
<OPTION SELECTED>Rank
<OPTION>l (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>

your comfort

<P>Rank your comfort with
the computer as a communications

tool:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="computer">
<OPTION SELECTED>Rank your comfort
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<OPTION>! (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Rank your experience
with the Internet as a communications

tool:</P>

<P><SELECT NAME="internet">
<OPTION SELECTED>Rank your experience
<OPTION>! (high)
<OPTION>2
<OPTION>3 (neutral)
<OPTION>4
<OPTION>S (low)
</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Estimate the number of
hours you spend on the Internet
week:</P>

in a typical

<P><SELECT NAME="hours">
<OPTION SELECTED>Estimate Internet hours
<OPTION>less than 7 hours
<OPTION>7-13 hours
<OPTION>14-20 hours
<OPTION>21-27 hours
<OPTION>28-34 hours
<OPTION>35-41 hours
<OPTION>42 or more hours</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P><B>Please respond to the
following demographic questions.</B></P>
<P>Gender:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT
<OPTION SELECTED>Gender
<OPTION>Female
<OPTION>Male</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Age:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT
<OPTION SELECTED>Age
<OPTION>l9-25 years
<OPTION>26-35 years
<OPTION>36-45 years
<OPTION>46-55 years

NAME="gender">

NAME="age">
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<OPTION>56-65 years
<OPTION>66 years or over</OPTION>
</SELECT></P>
<P>Highest

degree attained:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT

NAME="degree">
<OPTION SELECTED>Highest degree
<OPTION>high school diploma
<OPTION>undergraduate
degree
<OPTION>master's degree
<OPTION>doctoral degree</OPTION>
</SELECT>

<IP>
<P>Browser used to participate in this
study:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT
NAME="browser">
<OPTION SELECTED>Browser used
<OPTION>Internet Explorer
<OPTION>Netscape Communicator
<OPTION>AOL
<OPTION>iCab
<OPTION>Neoplanet
<OPTION>other</OPTION>
</SELECT>

<IP>
<P>Computer

operating

system:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT

NAME="system">
<OPTION SELECTED>Operating
<OPTION>Macintosh 7.x
<OPTION>Macintosh 8.x
<OPTION>Macintosh 9.x
<OPTION>Windows 95
<OPTION>Windows 98
<OPTION>Windows NT
<OPTION>Unix-based
<OPTION>Other</OPTION>
</SELECT>

system

<IP>
<P>Computer

monitor:&nbsp;&nbsp;<SELECT

NAME="monitor">
<OPTION SELECTED>Monitor
<OPTION>laptop
<OPTION>smaller than 14"
<OPTION>l4"
<OPTION>15"
<OPTION>l7"
<OPTION>larger than 17"</0PTION>
</SELECT>
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<IP>

<P>Share any additional
comments you would like to make:</P>
<P><TEXTAREA cols=40 name=comments rows=7
wrap=virtual></TEXTAREA></P>
<input type="submit" name="-new" value="Submit">
<input type="reset" value="Reset">
</form>
</font>
</body>
</html>

APPENDIX III
TEST WEB SITE SCREEN SHOTS
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